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CUNY Board Considers New Tuition Plan
DSSG President Calls
Proposal' 'Misleading'
' .

CUNY TUITION RATES
Senior Colleges

' - ,

Semester

Tuition

% Increase·

By Rafael A. Olmeda
Davis, president of the Day encouraged to finish their studA new tuition schedule is.set SessionStuclent Government. ies, increasing the University's
FaIl '79
$462.50
Total
to pass a vQte of the board of Shesaidtllenewtuitionsched- retention rates. CUNYChantrustees ofthe City University ule is unfairto-incoming stu-r,,-'cellor W. Ann Reynolds told
Fall '82
$537.50
16.2
Increase
of New York on April 27. If dents. -rhere'snowayyoucan .TheTimesthatthemotivation
Fall '83
14.0
$612.50
since '79:
. pa.ssed,theincreasedrateswill charge one person less than behind making the increase
Fall '84
$625.00
2.0
go into effect beginning with another when they're getting lower for eurrent
ntswas
·138%
llP
the summer '92 semestet.
thesameqwilityofeducation.
to soften the bI
f tuition
Spring '91 $725.00
16.0
The new tuition schedule
Davis also indicated that she: increases stu
have reFall '91
$925.00
27.6
would hike the cost of attend- was skeptical of the otTer of a ceived reeentl
Since '90:
Fall
'92
A
$1,100.00
18.9
ing CUNY by $350 for anyone free' final semester. -nus is
Since fall
hen tuition
76%
currentlyenrolled,andby $600 not 'Let's Make a Deal,' it's was$625pe
Fall '92 B $1,225~00
32.4
ester, tuition
for incoming freshmen and college," she said,
eased 7
ent. Thecost
transfer students. Thismeans
Linda Lim, 17, who m
ente .
a freshman In'd by,currently enrolled students.
students now attending a se- tendBaruchnextfall, .
eased
ntfor
enteringfreshmen and transferstudents.
nior college in CUNY will pay not fair. You people
. . od.
$1,100 per semester while new while we'l'e paying $
to $2,400 for continuing students
students will pay $1,225~
also saidth.at the p
esbInen and transfers
In addition, according to the free semester isn't
Times and CUNY Office ofUnivenity ReIationa
new plan, un dergradua te JCWe're not saving much."
freshmen entering CUNY 00- .' .Aa:ordiDg_~the Colle
ter the new rates are Imple- disparate tuition rates .
mented-will nothave to payfor seriously affect the pr
their final semester of study budget for the fall se
r.
prior to receiving a bachelor's The College still expects to redegree. Community college ceiveabudgetcutofcloseto$4
.
Lewin said that there are
students would-have to rransmillion,"
Dr. Robert Anthony
earnedbis ~lriLatinAmeri- many problems facing the
fer-to a senior coUege and purTh~planhasreceiYedstrong Martiiie%, 49,:-:f'dnner chair- .·ean History in 1965, lUS M.A. B~ and Hispanic Btudies
...sue-.a. bacbeJcrs.· in 0Eder, to IJUppeR1N&a *Ae~.w ¥4rk---_.peTSQDo(tbe,Black anci..Wl::_from CCNY ..a nd' ~.:p. fr0ll!. De~nt as it stands now.
tak~-of-tbe-tuition City media;iDdudiutffte..Ner.v Paftie~- :Dep8FtmeRt, _.~ .Fardtunn~~t)ililUrban.~~'·;eied.bRU.tjhC!.mi=··~:'--'- .',
wmver.
York Ti.7tuBandDailyNews. It died on Friday, April 3, ofcom- Education in 1978.
balant8 of courses offered be"I think the ideais misguided is believed that by promising a pIications from AIDS at the . He worked as.an educator for tween Black Studies and Hisand misleading;saidLavonda free semester, students will be New York University Medical
27 years and taught at New panic Studies,"he said, have
Center.
Dorp High School and St. more Hispanic students in my
Dr. Martinez taught at John's University before he Black History courses than
Baruch College for 20 years . joined Baruch College in 1972. black students."
and chaired the Black and HisThe death of Dr. Martinez
Lewin also said thathisnumpanic Studies department from
has sparked many questions beronepriorityaschairperson
1989 until his Illness forced
about the survival ofthe Black is to see to it that Dr. Martinez
him to step down earlier this
and Hispanic Studies Depart- is replaced with a full-time
year.
.
mente "I have been told that professor on a pennanentline.
Dr. Martinez was an author- Baruch College does not inAccording to Lewin, without
ityonmulticulturalissuesand tend to provide a full-time a full-time .replacement, stuthe author ofmany articles on professor to replace Dr. dents in the department will
Puerto Rican ethnicity and the
Martine~" said Lewin. -rIle haveverylittleinteraction with
dual cultural. world of Puerto school mayor may not even professors because an adjunct
Rican migrants livingiriNorth , provide acijuncts to take over professor will not be on eamAmerican urban centers. In all of Dr. Martinez's courses." pus all of the time. This will
individual colleges.
addition to his published writLewin cites the College's ,hurt the department and stuBy Rafael A. Olmeda
'John McGarraghy, acting mgs, Dr. Martinez also wrote current fiscal crisis as a pos- dents:
.and Farah Gehy
sible reason why .the College
He al80 stated ~t he would
The board of trustees of the provostofBaruch College, said nearly two dozen courses for
City University of New York ata budPt hearingonApril 13 the Black and Hispanic StlId- will not replace Dr. Martinez liketohaveabalaDce between
will decide today on ameasure that there are no plans to re- ies curriculum and was plan- . with another full:'time profes- B1aek and HispaDic Studies
c:oune otrerinp and continue
which will place all senior col- lease tenured faculty here. ningmorecourses.Hewasal80 BOr.
The future of the Black and Dr.MartiDes'sque8tbaBlack
leges in the system, including _McGarraghy, who is on the tryingtoestablishaB1ae"kand
Hispanic Studi. DeP8l'tment and m.penic StudiesDUQor.
Baruch, and CUNY's central presidential budget commis- HispaDie -Studies major.
"He was a giant," said Prof. without a full-time prole.or
Lewin urges that students in
office, in a state of financial sion, also ISid the UniversitYs
decision to declare exigency Arthur Lewin, who replaced replaeement is unlmown,but and out of the department see
exigency.
him and is eneoUl'llging aeaAlso known as retrenchment, will not affect the College's Dr. Martinez as chairpersonof students fear the worst.
cThe Department will demic joint ventures between
this puts_the colleges in a posi- plans to keep all tenured fac- the Black and Hispanic Studulty.
ies
Deplrtment.
~
is
irrecrumble
and that will be a Black and Hispanic students.
tion where, a~ong''other
-It's an unfortunate situa- placeable. You un't replace a
crime:saidonecurrentBaruch
The President's office dithings, tenured r*ulty can be
College Latina student.
rectedallquestionstoNGI'IDBD
laid off and other emergency tionfor students, but given the man like him."
~e was a: brilliant prof'es·Cftwculd be a--diaerviee·to FainsteiD,·De8ft.of'lbe Seheel
measures will be implemented. 'constraints of the' tinie, 'not
all studentsofthe colI.: said of Liberal Arts and Scieneee"
Guidelines governing the col- muchbettel'eanbedone," said sor: said Robert Byrnes, a
leges' actions during a~state of _ Simon Herelle, vice president former student of Dr. Tony,anAfric&riAmerieanatu- buthecouldnotbereachedfor
dent. -one~tbeadWDtageenCOllllDl&Btowr apl'iDgbra".m__
financial' exigency are pub- Of t;Jie oay--sesSion-St\li1ent Martinez's -Latin
In addition to his $C8cJemje
lished, and according to the Govemment. He specuJated . History course. "Martinez of going to City University is
Office of University Relations, . that the cuts will be abearbed changed many ~my percep- being exposed to many ditfer- accolades, Dr.·KartiDe& ...
ent cultures. Take that away made a :WoodIoWWilIoa- Bisa tenuredfacultymeDlbercan- by having fewer aeetiOD8 of- .r- tions on what I .thoUght life
fered,
especially
in
the
&;hool
.
was
like
in
Latin
America..
I
and
we will all be handi- panic LeaderslDp Felk;W.bi
not be released without one
1984 and.'.-Dceiv.cI the
year's notice.' .Rita Bodin, a ofLiberalArts.· This, heJiaid, feelIambetteroftbavingtek.eiD c:appecll'
·CIf'not repl.aeed" the College 'l'undacion .Ie..tina Bomo'
U niversi ty spokesperson, affeets all students because his cOurse ~use now I
speculated tllatthis' would even business studeata'must .derstaDclwhatwentonin~ win betumi~theirbecbOD. ~'. Memorial. u.del of
- make it unlikely that tenured complete·. suhstanQal nUID- countriesaD«theeeYe~:-.-.· :O..... ~. 18pCY~·-·aw '~rcrc_Jili:rinc""""~·
Dr.lWtil"Z
hom·...... Lewin. ~ 1eesttbe.C.... D8l_. .afHi8Pe"~
faculty will be released, but berofLiber8lArtseounesbethia-.,· ~d-doism·j'8teiDtheiD- -in 19I8.
al~·statedtba~itwaapoesib1e fOl'8 their .juDioraacl.mor July 21, 1N2,-~
cbiIcIhooaoilSt·. . .l 'INt lie '. ~tiaB hec:nettML-, . . and withiDtheautholityef~e. yeaTe.
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Trustees To Decide On
Financial Exigency

Baruch Plans to Keep
All Tenured Faculty
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--Beiietration Workshop
, Plan your program for next
for semester and survive registration! Pre-Registration Ad·
-visement WorkShopfor Liberal
Arts Freshman and Sophomores will be held on ThUrs·
-day, May 7; 1992, 17 Lexing.
, . ton. Ave., Room 1604, at 1:00
- .p.m. Meetfellow students and
School ofLibei'al Arts and Seiences stsft'. Counselors will be
available for help in eurrieulum planning and guidance.
-Refreshments will be served.
For more information please
- eall 387·1360 or stop by our
~office in RID. 1503, 17 LexingIf ton Ave.
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For Only..:
, You Can
5 port Baruch'5
On-Campus Day

VOTE "YES"
for the
Child Care Referendum
during the student elections:
May 5-7, 1992
By voting"yes" to a $5 increase in the student activity fee, you can make
sure that child care is available for every Baruch student who needs it.
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-Be8wDe Workshop
The Placement Office of the
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences (PASS Office) will .offer
the following workshop: Resume Writing Workshop,
Thursday, May 7, 1992 at 6:00
p.m. The workshop will be
held in Rm. 1504, 17 Lexington Avenue. The workshop is
open to all students. If you
have any questions, please stop
bythe P.ASS Of1ice(Room1504,
17 Lex.) or call (212)387-1370.

Sf

Daphne Leroy Runs
Unopposed for V.P.-

-~~-

..

~

J.-~

dial courses -in Writing, Read- Demoeratic eon.eJltion'
ing, Mathematics and Speech;
The transportation staff of ~
the
Democratic National Con- :..
three-week modules in Writin& Reading and Speech tohelp vention is lookingfor students :g
students
to pass the- appropri- for internships_or psidposi- N
ate test; a two-week module in tions to.-ist in the transporMathematics to help students tationlogistics before and durpass the Mathematics-Assess- ing the convention. The asment Test. A Credit-bearing signments could start partComponent that consists of time as early as May and concourses that are paired with a tinue full time during the conbasic Skills Course or incorpo- vention, July 10-19.rates basic- Skills instruction
,The· staff is looking for mawithin the Course. An open ture students who have flexhouse has been scheduled for ible schedules. Some- _of the
students on Thursday April 30 posi tions require microcomat 1:00 p.m. in Rm. 4 North, 17 puter literacy <Excel, Dbase).
Lexington Ave. Students in- Some require bilingual (Spanterestedinlmowingmoreabout ish-English) capability. Most
the program and their eligibil- deal with people, so you must _
ity for the various courses are be articulate and friendly.
su ongly urged to attend. ApThe assignments will be with
plication forms for enrollingin one of the following divisions:
the program will be available special services, motor pool,
at the open house. Students -airport, bus or parking.
can also call Dr. Elizabeth
For information or applicaThangaraj at (212) 387-11181 tions, contact Kimberly Fant
1110 for more information.
at University Transportation
Research Center, 650-8050.

Prudential Discussion
Attend a seminar where Prudential Securities is offering a
special opportunity to gain insight into the financial world.
Topics of diSCllSSion will inelude: How to read a financial
newspaper; how to research a
company's stock prior to purchase; review offinancial terminology; safe alternatives to
certificates of deposit. This
seminar will take plaee on

~keting~.UpEsam.

Department or Marketing
make-up and validation exams
will take place onMonday, May
18. Students must apply to the
Curricular Guidance Office or
the Graduate Officebefore May
1 to be eligible to take this
exam. The exams will take
place from 1:30-3:30 p.m. in
room 814 "in the 26 St. build-

By RafAel A. Olmeda
She said she doesn't think
Daphne Leroy, ofthe United shehasmoretoprovealthough
Students for Action party, is she is running unopposed. "I
running unopposed for the po- feel the fact that I decided to
sitionof vice president of the run shows that I'm confident I Careen in Soeial Services
Day Session Student Govern- can do the job: she said.
The Placement Office of the
ment _after her opponent, - Leroy also said that leading School of Liberal Arts and SciSherley Pierre of the Allied the fight against tuition in-ences (PASS Office) will sponing.
Baruch Community, decided creases and budget cuts are sor a panel discussion: CaStudents will not be notified
not to hand in her petition for two ofthe majorissues she will reers in the Social Services,
can~dacy for "personal reabe concerned with, and also Thursday, April 30, 1992 at Thursday, Apri130from 7:45- but mustchecktne departmensons.."
listed protecting student ser- 1:00 p.rn.to 2:30 p.m. at 17 8:45 a.m. at Prudential Securi- tal bulletin boards.
arm going to do the best that vices such as library hours, Lexington Ave. Rm. 1604_ ties 250 Park Avenue on the
I can __~ !J!~~_~t:e_~h!._in.~t:': _.__c~~arguidance,childcare
Guest speakers will include 7th floor. Admission is free,
I.tinAwareDefI8_
eats of the students are voiced. .and currietil~r-~~v~lu_~~:!>n'--re~~~~tl~ fiviif~omes'--~~ SfMC8ia timicecL '1'0 re-------·--·,-AJDS p...."", ------ .. --~---- .'.and protected, said Leroy, a among her major goals.
For The Homeless, -the Young serve"yom-seat, ruSt-can (212")
~rtoRi~mr -1nvoJY8senior who is an active memWhile she said she will be Adult Institute, Federation 916-042910405.
ment, Development; and Enher of the Baruch community. willing to work with whoever Employment and Guidance
lightenment (p.R.I.D.E.) .will
She is a member ofthe Golden wins the presidency ofDSSG Service (FEGS), and the Desponsor an AIDS forum on
Key National Honor Society (her running mate, Simon partment ofLabor. TheserepPeace Corps
..
April 30. The .event, -r.a~
and the Baruch chapter of the Herelle,isbeingchallengedby resentatives will talk about
On April 30, during Career Awarene88~SForum,"Wlll
American Marketing Associa- Charles Wiesenhart and career opportunities and 001- FairWee~recruitersfrom the be held during c~ub hours
tion, but most ofher work has Angelo Gougoussis), she added, led resumes for their respee- Peace Corps will be here from (12:35-~:40 p.m.) In roo~ 4
been with the StudentWomen "I am confidentthat Simon will tive agencies. Two Baruch 1:00-6:00 p.m. at the Adminis- South In the 23 St. building.
ofColorNetwor~ofwhichshe win and that USA will lead the alumni, currently working ~t _tration Building 135 E. 22 SPeakers scheduled to appear
is the president. Leroy was way."
Victim Services and Bellveue Street. All are welcome to at- are:
also one ofthe chieforganizers
Pierre described Leroy as Hospitalrespectively, will also tend.
Hector Paredes, New York
of African American History "hard.working: and wished be guest spea}ters. They will
State De~ent of Health,
Month.
her the best of luck.
discuss th~workand career
AIDS ~tute.
paths after graduating from
Jobs Overseas
Pat Rodriguez, Planned ParBaruch. nus is an excellent The National Volunteer Ser- enthood
opportunity to network with vice Club of Baruch College and~representat:i~eoftheGay
professionals in the field. will have an infonnation ses- Men s Hea1t~ Crit?s.
Pleasedressappropriately.-All sionon the 15thfloor from 1:00The forum lS dedicated to the
interestedstudentsareinvited 2:00 p.m. in the18 St. building memory of Dr. Robert A. Marto attend. If you have any regarding jobs overseas on tinez,the Baruch prof'essorwho
By Ra'ael A. Olmeda
police officer, was shot in- the questions, please call the PASS Thursday April 30.
died of AIDS on Apri13.
One--of-the- candidates from- ·-4eft-arm.
Office at (212) 387-1370.
the Allied Baruch Community
Barberesi's father and the
party was shot onApri115 dur- gunman struggled over the
ing a robbery attempt at a weapon. His father bit the Free Buie SkiJJs Program.
doctor's office in Flushing. .
robber~forcinghim,todropthe
.
th
eked
d
A Basic Skills Immersion .~.;.;.,~...~".w . :B... ~ :::ol~. :e:JJ1
~
Steven Barberesi, junior, IS gun.Itwas en pi
up an
Programforenteringfreshmen ~:-:~f&~»::-k ":-'. ~:~.$:. .
currently at Booth Memorial fired.
and transfers. and continuing
Hospital, where he and his faDoctors at Booth Memorial -students of the College win be
ther, who was also shot, are told Barberesi that it would held this summer. The proboth listed in satisfactory con- take four to six weeks for him gram has been funded by the
dition. Barberesi was running to be .-Up to speed," Barberesi CUNY Office of Academic Affor an upper council position said. He also said he plans to fairs. Students whobave Dot
on the'Day Session Student withdrawfromclassestbis&e- passed the Skills Assessment
Government,
mesterand return in the fall. Test in Reading, Writing or
When Barberesi and his fa- He does not plan on working
ther entered the doctor'a office with studeritgowmment when - Mathematics and, the ExitScreen Test in Speech are eli- .
at approximately 5:20 p.m., he retm:na- ' 1 · ~'I.. free
their two assailants were fleeBarberesi is a Baruch gible to enrol m Wle
apeSch
1
hi h
hi tu -. c:ial.prcgram.... The. program
.
wall t.
ing after stealinga
e
01al', W C means
8
has two
ts. A n_-=c
A. _
~
Barbe· th
...
id b the CoIl
~
componen
.uazu
l'K--corw~to
~. ere ltiOD18pa1 iY
_: eplOf'. Skills Component that is
was a bnef altercation and four yearL kcording to the geared towards helping stushots were fired. It sounded OffieeoCStudentDevelopment, d ts to .
Basi 81-='1Is
. . , liAe
. , a cap gun,• be 881.
id
B areres}. WI·11 con t·IDue to - en
Improve
e Skills
'&1
-;just
d
.th
- - -. te
"It didn't ~d loud at all." qualify' as a Baruch Scholar - ;n~ eaPI?ro: eom
Barberesi was shot once in the even ifhe does withdraw from
t· lurse&de·~:-week- rem~
~
h
all
hi
thi
-~nen
me \1 • s courses
s semCD~r.
abdomen. His lat er, an ex'" 1..

ABC Candidate Wounded
By Robbery Suspect
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GougollBBis: To address the first point, the position Will be hard. ;;

iDSSG Candidates
Meet- In Debate
,....

rm not sayingit's not. I like to meet the challenges that will~.:--'
forward.
not here, like I said before, to knock either
candidates. I want to ~ork with them. If I do lose this election
I am still interestedin helping whichever party wins in trying to ..
better the students chances of winning. The issue here is not
what political party gets into office bat what it gets done for
students. Thank you.

C\l

~

rm

"

Transcript ofApril 9 Face-Off

co

:s

Herelle: You don't specifically address the question, which is,
how are you going to work with a council that reflects an
. experienced council more or less, who have been working with
issues for the last year probably much longer. What are 'these
issues, doyou know what they are, and are you prepared to work
with them?

Rafael A: Olmeda: Welcome to the DSSG Presidential Debate, sponsored by The Ticker and
WBMB, Baruch College"sradio station. My name is Rafael Olmeda, I am the ed.i tor-in-chief
of The Ticker, and I will be the moderator for this debate.
Baruch is a College in transition. Our choice ofa student government president, and of
a council as well, takes on particular significance when you consider that the College
budget is being slashed and the cuts are being allocated by a president who has not been
here as long as some of us have. The voice of the students in this case must be powerful.
It must not be complacent and it must not be uninformed. More than anything else, itmust
be heard, for unless it is heard, it will never be acted upon.
Three men stand before you today asking you to make them that voice. Now is your
chance to hear what they have to say in their own words, without anyone standing between
them and you. Consider them carefully, individually, and objectively. Then in the first
week of May you will have the chance to decide who your voice will be.
The first candidate isAngelo Gougoussis. He is a junior at Baruch, and running as an
independent in this race. I should add that some confusion has arisen concerning the role
that Mr. Gougoussis played as a student leader at Queensborough Community College,
from which he transferred to Baruch this semester. After checking with Mr. Gougoussis
and the student activities office at Queensborough, the facts indicate that although he
worked with student government there, he did not hold an elected position. He was a
Student Orientation Leader who helped freshmen get acquainted with the College and
with problems that occurred during registration. The position called for him to be a peer
advisor to any Queensborough student that needed assistance. He is runningon a platform
that emphasizes a practical student government that is more responsive to the students'
needs.

.zf.

Gougoussis: The issues you're talking about. You've been in
office for a year. I haven't seen any changes or anything as
compared to other colleges that rye watched, such as the colleges
j that rve seen such as Queensborough Community College,
i LaGuardia Community College, Hunter, St. John's University,
~ and I think it's time that the student government got together
and addressed the issues such as what's going on now with
rn student activities. The office you've been in you've managed to
><t<??>
divide the student body into many different aspects instead of
~tH:::<;:?:::,,:?:;Yr
.,g unifying them. I really-can't say ~ I'm going to get together
Co. and put people to say well wehave to work together but I'm going
Charles Wlesenhart, candidate from theAllied Baruch Community
to try to put our differences all aside and try to work as a unified
the United Students for Aetaon Party. He is currently the vice president ofDSSG. The USA Party body, regardless of our differences in council and our opinions.
has successfully elected a president in :five of the last seven years, defeating challenges from the
Concerned Baruch Students (CBS), United People (UP) and Baruch's Urban Democracy (BUD).
Toni Colavito to Simon Herelle
Mr. Herelle's platform promotes leadership with experience and a record of performance.
Council hasn't worked well together this year.
.
Simon Herelle
Herelle: I disagree, but go ahead anyway.
Thank you Rafael. Firstly welcome everybody. I look around here today and I see many faces
that have been familiar to me during my tenure here at Baruch College, which spans a period of T.C.: I don'tdisagree because that's from certain reliable sources
about three and a halfyears and some faces that I have not seen before but I'm glad that I'm seeing that council has not been working well and I can give you certain
now because it reflects an enthusiasm or certainly at least interest, in the functioning ofstudent -examples. The peoplehave poor relations-with-one-~ther-and
government, Before I present my Ideas, I want to :fi!8tly acknowledge that my party, United decision making bas been affected.. This was most obviously
Students for Action, has already secured a candidate and won the position ofvice president, and noted when the DSSG voted against the clearly and fervently
I'd like to acknowledge her presence. Daphne Leroy, please stand let people see you.
expressed will of the students and purchased a stereo for its
Going beyond that you're going to hear the weight of my ideas today in this presentation. I would office. Also, lest we forget, the incident with Sherley Pierre and
just like to read my platform for the USA because unlike Angelo I don't stand here alone. I stand her gavel and how that upset.quite a few members of council.
with a backing of23 people behind me, a full ticket. And I'd like to reflect the weight ofour ideas.
"USA 1992 platform-As the longest serving incumbent political entity within the student body
Herelle: What specific incident with Sherle)' Pierre and her
here at Baruch College, the United StudentS for Action party intends to continue providing gavel?
1~~E}!!'lriJl_~!!atrefl~the div~rsi~ «the P!9Ple and the energies here at Baruch College:.-~_. -.. _--._-~ .. _-~,._ .. -_.. -._..__ .-.~. _-_.~ L'C---'--'-'---'--"--- .,_.~._ ._," ....
Diversity, (contrarytowhatalotofpeop1e.haYebeent1auntingaroun.d)~has_alwaysheen.a.p~lic.~C.: Well:.iust the whole thing,witn thegaveJ..
.
principle of the USA party. There's a vast wealth ofideas that is intrinsic to a diversity ofpeople
working for a common goal. This wealth. will not go untapped or unused. Rather voices ofall as Herelle: Be little more specific please.
in the past will be heeded and refined in a melting pot of debate
and mutual decision making. It is the firm purpose ofthe USA
to also harness the diversity of energies of Baruch. Like any
other eclectic group, these energies are various and they will
alwaysbe. As such continuing in ourestablished tradition, (and
let me stress tradition because we have been here and we have
done an excellent job), we will continue to do so," Thank you.
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Simon Herelle, candidate from the United Students for Action

not 00 say I'm here to promise yOU anything, that I promise to do this for
you or promise to do this. The only thing I can say that I'm going to try
to do the best with what we have available to us. First ofall with budget
cuts and all, I don't promise I'm going to be able to change the budget cuts.
I'll try to fight so that next time there won't be a budget cut like that...
uh increase such as this.
, Second of all I'm not also here to knock my fellow candidates. I don't
know much about them at this point but I do know a little. I respect both
of them and I would like to welcome all of you again andjust thank you
Angelo Gougoussis
for giving me this opportunity as we get into this debate.
I would like to first of all welcome all the fellow students and candidates for being here
"".
.
today. As you all know my name is Angelo Gougoussis. The platform I'm running on is R.0.: The second candidate is Simon Herelle. Mr. Herelle iarunning with
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for 1992~93 DSSG officers & council members

R. o. :Th.ethirdcandidateis CharlesWiesenhart. Mr. Wiesenhart,
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the president of the Accounting Society, is running with the
newly formed Allied Baruch Community. His party boasts an
impressive coalition ofstudents from the business and cultural
clubs on campus. He Considers the ABC party responsible for
bringing certain issues to the forefront which he says would
otherwise have been neglected by the USA. His platform
promotes studentleadership to fight budget cuts, increase funding, and the fair allocation of student funds.
Charles Wiesenhart
Many people have asked, why create a new party? Well, USA
has been around for 7 years, and granted they have gotten
several things done, but whathave they done lately? I'm not here
to bash anyone, I'm here to display the fBets and though we're a
new party we also have a semi-full ticket. Simon neglected to
mention that he has one person missingfrom upper council. We
didn't fill our ticket just to say we have a full ticket. Every one
.running with ABC is running because they have experience in .
leadership, they know what's going on in campus and they want .
to make some changes that are going on because the changes are
happening in the State and the changes are happening in the
"
City and the changes are not happening at CUNY. CUNY has to be dynamic as well as the rest T.C.: Well there was an article that I wrote for TIu! Ticw last
ofthe people that teD us what to do. So these things must be addressed. I wish every one the best . semester and quite a few students on council were very upset
with her personally and they said, and it'8on ~ that it got
of luck as we commence with the debate_
.
.
in the way ofmaJring decisions on council because oCher penonality. What are yaIl gang.to do to mge 'sure that DSSG is not
R.O.: Now I would like to introduce our panelists.
going to get distracted by menial tim.eoosumiDg pe1'llOD81
Farah Gehy js the news editor for T1u neier.
disputes and also why should we expect you to do it nat year 88
Kathryn Garcia is the features editor and future managing editor of The 7icier.
Toni Colavitois the former editor-in-chief«The 7icier and a member ofthe news staffofWBMB. president when you didn't do it this year as vice president?

Farah GeAy to Angelo Gougousais
R~ng as an independent for stud:ent government can
very unrewar~. ~you win, you
will be working withacouncil thatranagainstyou. Isn't theJobofDSSGpresIdent difficultenough
without the prospect of lin uncooperative council who can overturn the majority ofyour decisions,
and ifso, why didn't you run with a slate?

?e

HereUe: Well firstly let me get to the meat oftbat. Wliat c:riteria

are you using to assess my perf'ormanee for the last year?
T.C.: Record.
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mHer-elle: Which?

I didn't (address).
'
.
Beyond that, some of the issues that you talked abo~t before WIth re~d to
council during the last year not doing a good job. You S1n~le out tw~ particular
incidents. Firstly, one with Sherley, who, let me make a point ofmentiomng, was
a candidate for the ABC party.

~

,..:
~

T.C.: Public record.

.;::

a.

""

-c Herelle: Which?
T.C.: Articles.

T.C.: That's irrelevant in this case.

Herelle: Which? Name something. What have I not done? Tell me.

Herelle: No, hold on. Let me-just continue here. She was a candidate last year
with the USA party. Sherley very early on in that position showed some problems
adjusting. That particular problem was an early issue in the government over the
last year, and I think that has since abated and every one of you can agree that
Sherley did an excellentjob ofchairing maintaining order in council over the last
~m.
.
With regard to the stereo issue, I myself was someone who spoke very
vociferously against the purchasingofthe stereo. Again, my opinionleads people.
That was a close vote. Council was split on the issue. I argued against it. Other
people felt otherwise. I cannot lead council. They have a mind oftheir own. They
al ways will.

R.O.:ThequestionMr. Herelleiswhathaveyou done, not what have you notdone.
Herelle: No, diRt was not the question.
R. 0.: I understand what you are attempting to do here and I certainly do respect
it, but 1 think what we can say is that the general perception is that council
definitely has not worked well and that decision making has been affected, and
thatyou were vice president this year. Soour question is, very specifically, do you
agree with the premise ofthe question that is being asked to you and ifyou do not
agree with the premise, prove it.
'

Herelle: Well, I do not want to get into a confrontation with Toni on whether I
disagree or I agree. I want to find out what specifically she's addressing, whether
it's my performance, before I can respond to it.
T.C.: Well, your job as an executive member of council is to maintain order.

Herelle: 'Ihat's the chair's job.
T.C.: That's also your job. It's also your job to be a diplomat. If the chair can't
control council then it~s up to you guys to do it and we're not going to talk about
Lavonda (Davis). Why didn't you? That's what I want to know.

Wies~nhart: First

of all, Sherley was considered to be for the vice presidency.
However, she was never actually a candidate, so that is irrelevant in this case. As
far as the issues of what you have or haven't done this year, recently all the
bulletin boards have been taken down from the 23 St. buildingin staircase A and
B. As vice president, you have access to campus planning. What have you done
about it? Nothing. Also, there have been layoffs next year for the Englishadjuncts. The Math Department is slated to be laid off next. These are the basic
classes that everyone must take before they can continue at Baruch. Ifthey can't
take their basic English and Math courses, how can the)' get out with a degree?
Herelle: Firstly, with regard to the bulletin boards. The bulletin boards were
taken down as the consequence of the arson that took place over the last weeks.
That is not to say that they're going to be gone permanently. Bulletin boards will
be replaced. That's a major concern' of the- USA. Rest assured, they will be
rej5IKed.
,

Ruelle: Well I think-let me address the issues that I did tackle. Council meets
once a week. Keeping order on council, where you have some 20-23 people sitting
ata table and trying to decidewhich issues they want to project, which issues they
want to give their support to, what financially and verbally is a political good R.O.: Is that a campaign promise, Simon?
issue. That is not within my control. This is the authority any executive person
has: you lenclyour opinion to any given issue and try to lead people into a sensible Herelle: No, that's not a campaign promise. That's a promise from a committed
wayofrespondingtothatissue,and I think I've doneanexcellentjobofthat.t\nd person. The bulletin boards will be replaced. That is something basic, that can
I challenge anyone here' on council to make any Specific reference to issues that be called an ABC concern, you know, very early on. It will be addressed.

~
With·regard to the more consequential issue, replacement ofadjuncts. That is
a direct consequence ofthe budget cuts. As a person who sits in the commissionthe advisory commission to the actual commission- we have met with several
people on the commission. So far, there~s nothing we can do right now. Baruch,
"and CUNY, is in astate where they're going to be laying off possibly, and this is
not definite, but it's possible and very likely, full-time staff. You'll be working
with fewer faculty people here at Baruch. You'll be working with fewer sections
being offered at Baruch. That is nota studentgovemment concern. That is not
something that we can directly affect. That is a budget issue. That is an
administration issue. Talk to Matthew Goldstein (Baruch's president) as I have.

KathrynGarcio to Charles Wiesenhart
B8lUCh College is probably the mostimportant Col=:~hiSarea ofthe country.
to the New York business community. It's the
. ·stration's job, not the
students' to bring in money for operating expenses, business and non-business
courses, and essential. student services. Do you believe the student-initiated
grant writing program that you propose will be an effective means of putting
pressure on the administration, and what prior experience do you have in that
field that makes you believe it will actually work?
Wiesenhart: In terms of the grant writing campaign I proposed- itis a studentinitiated grant writing campaign, not a student grant writing campaign. Students are not able to write the grants. It has to be backed up by the faculty and
"administration. I have spoken to Dean (Ronald) Aaron about this as well as Vice
President (Samuel) Johnson. Now the reason why grants are not coming out of
Baruch is supposedly, the administration's hands are tied, and professors don't
have time to propose these grants. But Rafael Olmeda has researched grants for
child care...

R. 0.: I'm not running for president, Mr. Wiesenhart.
Wiesenhart: There are also-look at our computer labs. The computers we have
there were donated to the school because they were out of date. What makes it
so good for us is we're supposedly a leading business school and graduating many
Liberal Arts majors as well, these things have to be kept up. These arefacilitiee
that are needed in an academic program, and that's something that's not here at
Baruch. We can pressure the faculty, pressure the administration, to get this
stuff done. We can research the things for them to show them where the grants
are. There's an office fA grant writing and a"director ofgrants. What do they do?
I have no actual experience in grant writing, but as I stated, the students will
not be writing the grants. I will be pressuring the administration and faculty to
do their job as faculty and administration in proposing these grants.
Herelle: You stated that the reason that grants weren't being researched currently·was due to professors "being busy.' Given thefa.ct that the.,. are going to
be fewer professors teachingmore sections next semester, consequent to the $4
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Olmeda to GougoU88is
_
You told both undergraduate newspapers on campus that you were ready to
bring local politicians to Baruch. Who exactly are you referring to, why should
we believe that you can get them here, and what do you expect them to do when
students, by and large, don't vote anyway?
GougoU88is: I've been involved in community groups and organizations before
from high school and going on to myeollegecareer, such as Congressman Manton
and other representatives whom rve dealt with. They have respected me and I
respect them because we work in the community together and rve shown a lot of
interest in them. I'd like to bring them here, first ofall, to have them look at first
hand what it's like to be a Baruch student, to see the shambles and the type of
classrooms that we have to deal with. This is one of the newest schools and it's
in one of the worst conditions ofall the New York City schools.
The ~ond point, of bringing people to vote- we have to have a voting- drive to
get students to vote. 16 percent of people between the ages of 18 and 29 vote.
That's a shame. How can you guys say thatyou want changes in government and
have the budget cuts change when people don't vote. It's a shame. Ifwe have a
voting drive and get students to vote, make it easier for them to have accessibility
to voting areas, maybe then they can make a difference and be heard in Congress.
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F.G.: What exactly are you working on?
Herelle: Let me state that the committee is there for a student voice relative to the
budget cuts. We are going to be Cut next semester. It's definite it'sa $4 million
cut anyway you slice it up at minimum. If the $500 tuition increase is not
approved (and this is not an endorsement of a tuition increase, Tm strongly
against it), but ifit's not approved we'll be faced with an $8-9 million budget cut.
Now Baruch College's budget right now stands in the vicinity of$48 million. An
$8 million budget cut is a sizeable chunk out of that. Student concern, you're
talking about students maybe, and the key courses being offered here at Baruch
having to double up in classrooms, having 40-45-50 people in a classroom, people
sitting in classroom floors in order to access the instruction that is being given.
It's not an easy proposition. How do you deal with things like these? I have told
Dean Johnson, I have 0014 Paula Berggren, and the other people that I have met
with that is not something that we welcome and all efforts are being made to allay
the possibilities of those things happening. That's just one issue. Thank you.

Wiesenhart: You have mention that USA and DSSG are very similar, however, in
the previous parties that were mentioned before running against USA there were
no "serious parties" that have run a full slate or close to a full slate, the most that
was run was seven people from another party. How is that going to take over
government when you have one party that's been there all along and there hasn't
been another party to go against them. So that's one of the issues of student
government. Ask any people on committees that's the job anyway. If USA has
such a full slate, how come we don't have people running for all these committees
positions that are open nowfor the general elections for students, they're not fined
up. So I'd like to really see what commitment to committees are.
Herelle: Let me just acquiesce to Rafael's demand. Don't pose questions when I
cannot respond to them. That is not the format of the debate. Stay consistent.
Colavito to Wiesenhart
Even before the final petitions were handed in, some of the members ofyour party
left tojoin USA. Therrcri ticism was that the party was not organized and that you
did not take control. Now we learn that your-vice presidential candidate, Sherley
Pierre7 bas also dropped the race assuring victory~ of course, {or. the

USA

candidate for vice president, Daphne Leroy. Will you be able to work with a ~ce
milOOnbudget-eut.ftere-at·BaAI£h·-CoDege~-wheN-aA-they-going..to-fiIl4~-time-..pz:esideDt frgm the opposing party?._ And with 80.. many. etl one personalities
to do that? How do you possibly propose that this be effective? Thissomds to me running withyou,bow.:cioyoupJan-en ·taking~trolwbendecisiensfin&Dy-1Ja¥e
like something that is very high sounding, but totally devoid of any operational to be made?
meaning.. Let's get on to real issues, things that can actually be achieved.
Wiesenhart: Well, actually I don't see a problem with working with someone from
,.
Wiesenhart: Equipment and funding to Baruch College is a real issue. It is another party. The Idea is, we are all students. Now once the elections are done,
possible. We have chairpeople that teach one class a year ifthey teach any. These it is no longer ABC or USA or independent. It is everyone working together as
are issues that are not covered by the administration. They are required to teach students to get thingsaccomplished for students. I don't see a problem with that.
classes and they don't. They are given waivers for this to do research, and how As for people leaving my party, that's their choice. I'm not here to hold anyone,
break anyone's arm, force them to work with me.
are they going to do research if there are no grants coming in?

once again

(J)
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We axe in a position, it~s a tradition that we have people because we are ~
incumbent, we are in power, and we act. We do, we go out there, and we achieve. u;
Consequent to that, we have been able to install people on theSe various ~
committees. Let me cite an example. Currently, I am on the advisory committee
to the president's commission on the budget cuts. I have gone beyond simply
being- an advisory committee person. I have met with several people who actually
sit on the commission and have been able to target .student issues, and Lean
address these issues ifyou will give me the time to.

Gehy to Herelle
The USA platform states the following: -rile USA party has acted to meet the
challenge of the times by installing student representatives on decision-making
committees, 80 as to insure that student interests are trumpeted.While this is true, it misrepresents the faete, which indicate that it is the
responsibility of the DSSG~ no matter which party is in power, to make those
appointments. Why do you credit the USA as a party with an accomplishment
that is the routine obligation ofthe.DSSG as a government?
_

J

~IY,

Herelle: DSSG and USA are not mutually exclusive. If I recall
something like 18 candidates from last year's election were USA party members.

T.C.: What about the allegation that the reason these people leftyour partytojoin
"the USA party, and rvegotten this from personal interviews with them, is that
they did not exactly approve ofyour choice ofvice presidential candidate, one the
individual herself and two how you went about choosing a vice presidential
candidate. Which basically, according to them was you just went out and said,
look I need a blackfemale person tonmas vice president, and so you went outand
found one. This is their allegation, how do you respond to that?

Wiesenhart: That is totally incorrect. The reason why I was considering Sherley
Pierre for vice president was, she was Chair Person ofStudent Government. She
has been active, despite any kind ofdifferences that she may have personally with
people, she actually gets the job done. Now Pm not looking to just putting people
in there because they look nice or they look good. That's not the paint of
government.
T.C.: Or they look right?

Wiesenhart: It doesn't matter ifthey look right. The diversity is not only among
those warranted. The diversity among intellectual people, the diversity among
clubs- business and social clubs and all these other,things are in there as well.
Just because of the color of her skin that's irrelevant.. The reason why she was
considered was because she was active, she knows what's going on, she~s about
to get something done. Now, she's not running with us for personal reasons. And
as for other people notlikingher personallyfcr-ranning, well that's their decision.
It~s not a popularity C:Ontest. And you don't have to-like who's running with me,
you don't have to like me, bottom line is that where looking to get things done~
where looking to get changes and where looking to get us out ofthis1ittl~rut that
government has been in and move on and get important busmesa taken eare of:
T.C.: Andyou're not going to have a problem with working with a VPfrom another
party?
)

WieaenJuJrt:

She~s

also a student.

T.e.: People have been sayingthatforyeamon DSSG when a VP.OI' sameonefrom
another party is automatically placed in because no one's opposingthem andthey
never have a problem and guess what? They end up having a I'e&1ly big problem
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when fall comes around and the year starts.

26 mon: characters (sic). Get into them. That was nonsense. What he just said
was ?l~n-o~t nonsense. That PeU advance was.not initiated by anybody in the

vision to pass?

0)
?'""

r: Wiesenhart: Well I have no personal problem with anyone running and I see no

~ problem with getting along with anyone. I get along with a lot of people be it that
0- we have personal differences or not. I like it to be able to argue with someone and
< debate a point and still walk away and be friends. That's the whole point of
govenunent,not that there's personal tiffbetween parties. It's totally irrelevant
because she's a student I'm a student where both there for the students. There's
nothing with ABC and USA, right now that'sjustelections and that's toget people
into office. That's for the students to decide who their leaders are and once elected
they aie-towork cohesively. It is no longer a party it is a government.

Kathryn Garcia to Angelo GougoU8sis
K.G.: This isyoU!firstgovenunent at Baruch and you've only been to one student
government meeting. HC!w have you aequeinted yourself with the College, its
students and administration, and why do you believe what you have done so far
is enough to warrant your election as our representative?

Herelle: Well,. as you said my platform is one oftradi ti~n and excellence, ~d you
can't improve something like that easily. My platform IS not, and my focus IS not,
simply responding to the budget cuts. Over the last year there are several things
that have not been reactive in nature that fve accomplished with the help ofthe
DSSG. "There have been investigative, like The Ticker, that involved a lot of"
muckraking going on and finding out issues, finding out who are behind them,
finding out how they can be improved.
.
The Pell advances, for the last year, for the last 10-15 years you've been getting
$100 Pell advance. When your Pell award is something in the vicinity based on
your financial need. I think that your total award can be something like a $1000
per semester; and you're getting $100. The school can' give you this money.
They're afraid that you're going to take it and run. I went up and I spoke to: the
comptroller, I said "nonsense". Even if you can't give them $800 or $900, give
something more. He said fine, I'll give you $200 per semester and let'stalk about
it over the next one, maybe I'll give you $400 in the following one. This is the sort
ofground working, digging, finding issues that are for students. This wasn't for
me. That was one issue.
With regard to the English lab the Math lab. Baruch College has a high level
of remediation in both English and Math. You go out there in the workforce,
employees tell you that City University graduates have a hard time mastering
basic English. They're competent, they can go there and do work,. but ifyou have
to give them a memo get them to do some in-office correspondence. It's a difficult
proposition. I have worked to increase funding into the English lab. The Math
lab-you have students repeating math courses five, six, seven times. There are
no math tutors available when these people need tutoring. If you look at the
freshman survey, 70 percent ofBaruch students work here, 20-30 hours per week..
How are you going to find time to find remediation in English, to find remediation
in Math, to get the help that you need ifyou don't have the staffon hand that can
continuously help people based on their need. These are the issues that I've gone
up there and I've addressed and I will continue to address them. Thank you.

GougoU8Bis: ~ ofall this might be my first semester here, I've got quite a few
friends who graduated here and who are doing graduate work. I've come to the
school many times; Tve heard quite a few people; I've gotten involved with
students outside and inside the school and asked them what's your gripe about
the school, what's your problems. And that's how I found out, that's what I used
for my platform. It's the students opinions, not what I thought needed to be
changed in the school. For my past, such as working with students in student
activities at Queensborough Community College, I wasn't essential there.. It
wasn't as much 'cause I always had to deal with student government. Even
though I worked with them, I always had a slight opposition and I feel, here as
a student government leader, as president I might have more say on what goes
on. Because I realize what it feels like to be someone being pushed around in a
small organization to find out about students. And it's about time someone in
government started helping those little organizations and help the students
themselves.
Wiesenhart: In terms ofthe Pell advance- I looked into that. When Simon went
up there he went with Richard Brown. When they proposed this to the individual,
Rafael Olmeda to Simon Herelle
he said don't worry about it. It's already in progress. So this is something tha~
R.O.: Simon, you told The Ticker that your party does not promote change, but was started within the administration that though you may have mentioned it to
a tradition ofperformance, as well as a vision ofthe future. Your platform, which them and they said it's a great idea, but it's already being implemented. They
you read to us earlier, likewise states that you are offering "leadership with were already in the process ofdoing it. It was not somethingthat was specifically
experience and a vision ofthe future." again. Yet, other than the diversity ofyour pushed for-by government, because it was already in action. Government had
party and the impending budget cuts, the platform is not very specific about what nothing to do with it because it's a federal program. It had nothing to do with
that vision is. Ifyou don't promote change what does your vision offer for us, since student government.
a vision implies change? And also what is your vision of the future for Baruch and
its students, and what changes have you personally implemented to bring your Herelle: You need to do your homework and get beyond ABC. The alphabet has
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like 50,000 letters and they took the letters and checkedit against the people
are registered to vote. You know what, only a small percentage are registered to ~
admims.tratiQ.n.-.An.d-Y-~~itisaJe_derald.ward.Jtabva)'sha$J,-e~n_aJ(td~l":f~l~~d.__
_~vo~J-~bj~b is_wbY1;b~J~~;r wriJ;ing cam~'!V~i.~~ff~tive. So whathas to be ~
But the Impetus to advance- I cannot increase the amount ofrnoneythat; People done the registration campaign has to be as effective as wellasihe-fetter-Writing cD
get, but the advance- do you know what an advance is? Let me just explain the campaign. In order for it to work cohesively because the politicians don't care ~
process. :ou get $1,000 from ;the award'and the first week of the semester they about anything except voters and students are not registered to vote. NY state
say 'TIl give you $100 to pay for your books," Five weeks later you get $300 more. is ranked 47 ofall the states giving out funding to education. Now in NY it's a
Andtheygiyeyouincrementalamountsuntiltheawardisfinallycomplete. That very low priority because the students are not registered to ·vote. That's
advance has been $100 for the last several years.
something that has to be changed.
(The tape was flipped at this poi1Jt. Mr. Herelle concluded by reiterating that
DSSG ~ responsible for increasing the PeU advance and that it was something
Kathryn Garde to Simon Herelle:
he specifically worked on. He concluded by repeating "Do your homework.-)
One of the major complaints about this year's government has been the.

_
Gehy to Wiesen1&art
Every CUNY college allocates a portion of snident activity fees to on-campus
cln~d
except Baruch. Yet .some say it should be the responsibflity Of the
University, through State funding,to provide child care services for its students.
A referendum asnngBaruch College students to make a $5 contribution to child
care will appear on the Mayballot. Do you supportthis referendum, and ifso, how
do you justify a student allocation of that amount to benefit such a small
population of the student body to those who believe other sources of funding
should be found?

ea.:e

allocation offunding for Black History month. The DSSG gave halfofits existing
appeals budget to this on-campus even, at a time when incoming funds from
student activity fees were uncertain. Considering the number of other events
which happen on campus, including Asian Week, Canbbean Week,· Hispanic
~eek,.Italian Week, major events held by business clubs, and the uncertainty of
ineommg funds, how do you justify this as a fair and fiscally sound responsible
decision, which you supported?
.

Herelle: Ever:ybody herein the audience, I supported Black History menth, As
nextyear's president I'Il support Black History month again. It always has been
supported and it always will be. Let me address the subject specifically. Black
History month was not supported to the detrimental ofclub life here at Baruch
College. Specifically, the three major weeks that occur within this semester that
needs the majority offunding, have been adequately funded.. Caribbean Week
appealed and got close to what they wished for and they were happy withi t. They
got $3500 in appeal, they were expecting a lot less than that; Hispanic Week, I
look over there and I see Kevin Crespi and I'm sure he has no disagreement with
the way Hispanic Week is funded. It was adequately funded. Hispanic Week
received $3700. Asian Week is comingup as well. We got a $1300 transmittal that
we have been able to supportAsian Week. In excess ofthe money that has already
been allocated for the other two weeks. Tell me, where's the problem?

Wiesenhart: Recently, last year, there was a family fair. There were seventy
students that declared need for child care. They had a need for it, not just had
children, but a need. There are far more numbers in terms of people that have
children. In CUNY as a whole, 26 percent have children. Who's going to watch
these children? How are the students goingtogo to classes. In tenns ofaddi tional
funding, grants are already being researched and work is being done to increase
the funding for the child care facility. Now, the space was donated, renovating
of the space was donated, which is currently overdue and over-budget, So a rein
has to be put on that. .
As for the referendum, I personally went around and got signatures for the
referendum. I personally support it. It's not a party issue. It is a student issue.
So I'm not going to claim it as a party issue. It is something that affects all KG.: Did the clubs that participatedin African American Historymonth, did they
students. I know a lot of people will say, well, I don't have a child and it doesn't allocate last year when they created the budget? Did they have a slot which stated
affect me. However when your tum comes around, when your children have that they were going to have this event in February?
children, wouldn't you like that availability? We're the only school in CUNY that
doesn't have an adequate child care facility. Now there are a lot ofstudents that Herelle: Black History month every year is in February.
need this, and I think that their needs ought to be addressed as well as every other
student's needs.
KG.: Events such as Hispanic Week, Jtalian Week they are supposed to allocate
when the club makes their budget, they are supposed to allocate a certain amount
Colavito to Gougouseis
for that week. Did theSec1ubs involved in African American History month did
One of the reasons tuition has increased 88 percent over the past two years is they allocate that from their budget the year before?
that student leaders wait until it is proposed before they fight it. Student leaders
have been using the samehackneyedlobbyingefforts that have provedinefficient HerelJe: They have lines requesting funds for Black History month. When the
and Ineffective, such as letter-writing eampedgns, protests and voter registration actual program came along, the money that they were allocated was insufficient.
.. drivesthat.stopth.ereA_.ObviQusly,,~~~g~~~!1~.Q:v.~tJheJ.!~~.~t:h~~~!l!~~. And they legitimately went through the appeals process as does every other club
. isn't working, eitherbecauseofapatby or -poor leadership. Have you thought of--liereIii--BEujJen:-They were awardea biUieaorfwliiit c:ouncit"'th1)'Dg'h't"waa right: -_._. - -' -..... _. '----'--any innovative means of lobbying for the students'interests that would prove Thisis council, this is not me. I supported it because I beIievedcOnceptUalIyit'"s
more efficacious than what DSSG-is doing now?
right. Council voted it, not me. I agreed with councillOO,*, they did the right
thing, most of the time. Is your question answered.
Gougouseie: Regarding voter drives, DSSG in this school hasn't gone through
with it. They started an issue that they really haven't gone through to finish. You Wiesenhart: The other clubs have been given theirmoney in terms ofappeals. The
really have to follow it through. They really haven't made it available. Hthey problem is not in getting the money, but in the timeliness of getting the money.
have to rent buses to make voting easier for the students, that's what they have Hispanic Week was originally scheduled to be this week. As you can well see it
to do. Theyjustcan't say, look you have tovote and this i~ what's gOing to happen is not Hispanic Week this week because appeals took too long to get them their
and hopefully the students will vote. It doesn't work that way. You have to follow money, it had to be postponed. Now, that's the problem with government there
it through from beginning to end as you do with a small child. So ifit would make needs to be an efficiency as to what is going on. These things were thought of
it easier to bring the voting here, or to have them bussed out and have the student Iackadaisically. This money coming up for the extra stuff was taken out of
government take them to where they can vote, then some kind of change can unallocated. Now I'm not sayingthat:mack History month is nota worthy event.
happen.
It's a very worthy event and it should be supported, however it should have been
And get organized with other different schools. This DSSG has not gotten planned for ahead oftlmebeCauSe the same amount of appeals are us~-
involved with other student governments as much as other schools. It has not for every year for the weeks. These things should have been thought of because
been involved with LaGuardia, Queensborough Community College, Hunter. this year they did not put an adequate amount ofmoney into unallocated and into
Baruch doesn't get involved. DSSG doesn't really care about getting involved appeals.
with other schools, they're too interested with staying with themselves that's
where the trouble is at this point.
Herelle: The same amount ofmoney is not requested every year for appeals, let's
get that straight right away. Money is requested based on need and program
T.C.: So in other words you feel that ifDSSG made an attempt to work with other projection. As far as money being taken out ofunallocated, lets not be mystified
student governments that will be more effective? And I want to also address the by names. Money coming out of the unallocated line is a perfectly normal and
thing aboutrenting a bus. How much is that going to CO$t and where are we going legitimate thing. In fact money was taken out ofunallocated as well to support
Black History month. Where is the problem? .
to get the money for that?
Gougoussis: First ofall, the point which they haven't gotten involved. Ifthey do
get involved all the students will be united instead of trying 1;(> unite all students
regardless ofwhat school you go to, they haven't-,Second ofall the expense on the
bus. The student government has allocated funds to organizations that really
weren't in need ofit and really didn't have quite a real point to show for it. First
ofall the student government should take the allocated funds and look into what
the need was and what they were wanting to do with the money. They should
investigate it more and then they shouldhave taken a' percentage ofeach group
or each organization and club and taken ~hat money and use it to rent buses.
Because regardless ifit's an accounting club or marketing organization, they're
all students and they should all have gotten involved. The money wouldn't really
have hurt them as much because they would have been doing something for the
school.
1

WieBenJuu1: In terms of working with'other schools, this is not something I'm
working on as a platform. fve also worked with people. Currently people from

rve

LaGuardia, Hostos, York, there are several other campuses there, that
been
working to try and get things done CUNY wide. There's again another meeting
Saturday get the USS thing together with their constitution.
I also talked to Hunter, CSI about gettin; voter registration done and it terms
ofthe letter writing campaign being ineffeetive, last year we sent out something

Rafcul Olmeda to Charles Wiesenhart
R.O.: Charles, your party is running as the anti-incumbent party and yet another
ofpeople in your ticket are faces we already see on the DSSG. How can you stand
before us and offer change and expect us to believe you when we look and we see
many of the same faces?
Wiesenhart: There are four people running on my ticket that are currently on
government. That is the Secretary, Jennifer Robinson, one person that's1'UDning
for upper council that's currently on lower council and tWo people for lQwer
council. Now these people have also been involved in doing several things, John's .
on appeals and is fighting to get all the clubs their money, Yoon is on finance, he
maltes sure that things are dispersed properly. These are people that llave tried
to do their job and basically have done very well. The thing is that you need all
ofgovernment to change, not just a few people. The people that are on my ticket
and are now on government, are on there JJecausethey're effective and they get
their job .done. That is the whole point things are not getting.done in govel'DDleDt
currently and the people t~ are there are looking to get tbinp done. So that's
why we're running to aec:omplish things that they haVe seen go wrongtbia year.
So that they know and they can make improvetnents on, not to perpetuate
stagnation.
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Herelle: I have no issue with anybody running on the ABC party
who are currently on government. I mean the implication that
Rafael raised is a good one, in that ifyou're accusing government
ofbeing incompetent for the last year and you're taking current
government members to run on that titket the implication is
that I have some incompetent people with me. The people who
have left government who are on the ABC partylet me say have
done some cherished work, some work that have been well
appreciated. John, Yoon and whoever else they are, you've done
some good work. I wish you the best ofluck. One more thingmost ofthe competent people, the rest ofthem are the USAparty.

have been addressed in the past. Do you want a change of inaudible due to audience appersonalities or do we want issues to be addressed. There are plause and other background ~
issues that are being investigated and addressed. One of them noise).
.~
right now, most ofthe people here are business students. When
you're graduating, before you graduate are there internships for R. 0.: The elections are in May ~
you? What about recruitment drives on campus at Baruch [5-7]. Get out there and vote '"
and put the best man in office.
College are they there? These are the issues, the penetrating
issues, the democratic issues that affect every student here at
The debate wos transcribed by
Baruch College that the USA has always been involved and will
continue to be involved in. The candidates have spoken, Mr. Farah Gehy
Wiesenhart about grants , the grants he's going to get, I don't
know how he's going to ask Chair people to do research when
Closing Statements
Wiesenhart: Basically, the views that I stand for have been . they're in the process of asking fewer people to be Chair.so.that__~:;:;;;;;;;;:
displayed today. Though there have been a few cheap jabs in they can go back to the classroom. These things are not
there I feel that my point has gotten across and it is up to you as accomplished. Don't be fooled by the high sounding ideas that
students to decide who you'd like to lead you for your next year. are devoid ofoperational and achievable meaning. Get out there
Thank you.
on the day of the election and vote for people who represent you
and your interests. Thank you.
Herelle: The USA party has a tradition ofexcellence, experience,
it's accomplishments, it will continue to do so. The issues that Gc>ugoussis: Well, Mr. Herelle, I'dlike to say thatyou saidit's not
the candidates are projecting that they say that they're going to a time to change attitudes. Well, I think it is, with the attitude
address are issues that are currently being addressed and they that you have. (The rest of Gougoussis' closing statement was
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Depending on your skills Assesment tests results, you may be eligible to enroll in a
FREE SPECIAL PROGRAM for continuing, entering freshmen and transfer
students at the college. "The program will include:
BASIC SKILLS COURSES

1. Imensive six-week courses ·in Mathematics, Reading, Writing, and Speech to
help you to improve basic skills and PASS the Skills Tests (June and July).

-

2. Short courses that will prepare you for the skills Tests in Reading, Writing,
Mathematics and Speech (June, July and August).
CREDIT-BEARING COURSES

3. Cr~-b~rin2 courses with basic skills instruction in Business, English,
Economics, History, Mathematics, and Speech. Emollment is limited to 20
students in each course (June and July).
WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?

You may skip some of the Basic Skills courses in the Fall. If eligible you will
receive college credits in a required course in your Gore curriculum.
The courses are FREE and there is NO CHARGE for textbooks.

HOW CAN I ENROLL?
You may send the reply form at the bottom of this page to
Dr. Elizabeth Thangaraj
Baruch College, Box 514
17 Lexington Avenue
N.Y. N.Y. 10010.
or call (212) 387-1118/1110 from 9:00am - 5:30pm for more information.
In-person registration will be held on June 3 and 4 in the Faculty Lounge,
Room 521, 155 East 24th Street
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
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1992 SUMMER IMMERSION PROGRAM ©
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Please circle the component ••
•
that you wish to attend:
•
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Writing • 1 2
3
•
•
Speech
1 2
3
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Math
1 2
3
•••
Reading - 1 2 3
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•
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Life doesn't suddenly become
~"-:".'. easy when you get out of college.
~
~...,.._.__., :' There are t~e challen~es of
#-~~~ ~
starnng a career,gettmg settled In a new
aPartment and doing it all within your budget.
So to help you out, we put together the .,,_
•• _---'

AT&T Moving Ahead Program.
AT&T Long Distance

C~ficate worth 35

.",,; Yd'

. calling from payphones easier and you don't have to replace it when you move.
You'll also have the opportunity to save on AT&T
long distance calls with the AT&TReacb 0uP America
Calling Plan.
Even our Moving Ahead newsletter can help. Be-

sides being full of tips on things like managing your

111.B~o~n~t~h:e~l~a~:e~st~·c~lo~t~h~, ~o~; f~vorite CDs and more.

minutes of AT&T long distance calling~* And every time
you move and choose AT&T or switch from another long
distance company, YOU'll get even more savings benefits.
Since you'll probably be traveling more, you'll also
get an AT&TCalling Card sent to you, free. It helps make

Just call I 800662-2610,
Ext. 3835 to join the AT&T

Moving Ahead Program.

And get a little extra
help after school.

ATaT
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Hispanic Studies!

In recent weeks, we have been amazed at the outpouring of Martinez's replacement and the Colleges commitment to the
~ words of affection from former students and colleagues of Dr. Hispanic Studies courses. They sent us to N onnan Fainstein,
.~ Robert Martinez, who died early this month ofAIDS. His death .Dean ofthe School of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Fainstein was -c leaves a pervasive sense ofloss on our campus, and in our lives. away when we tried to reach him, so he could not comment. This
Dr. Martinez was the Black and Hispanic Studies Depart- leaves a question wholly unansweredby the College Administration:
ment. He gave Baruch College something it was missing- a
Will Dr. Martinez be replaced, andif'not, what does that
means of disseminating information about Latin America, it's
say
about
the College's commitment to the Black and Hispanic
people and history. He was never maid to speak the troth, and
Studies Departnient and 'courses?
the students benefitted from it.
We expect an answer.
For this reason, among thousands ~ others, we were disWhile we wait, we encourage the Day Session Student Governtressed to learn that the College has no plans to replace Dr.
Martinez with a full-time professor. It should be plainlyevident ment to fight for a qualified scholar to replace Dr. Martinez. 1n
that a replacement is necessary for the maintenanceand con- addition, all students who believe the department has a legititinuance ofthe courses Dr. Martinez taught. Yes, it is difficult mate place -on 'our campus must be vocal about this issue:
to'justify hiring a full-time professor during this budget crisis, Hispanic studies must continue to be taught at Baruch College.
Students, Dr. Martinez always fought fOT us. Let us fight for
but we believe it would beindefensible to treat Dr. Martinez's
death as "one less person to fire.- No, that will not be tolerated. his memory, and for his tireless work to be continued.
The President's office did not take our questions about Dr.
""":.

Support the Child Care Referendum: Vote Yes
It's time to put our money where our mouth is.
A referendum will appear on the ballot for the student elections next week asking.students to increase the student activity
fee by $5 to support our on-campus child care center. Presently
the Ross-Schoenberger Early Learning Center is located on the
second floor ofthe Student Center, next to the arcade. Seriously.
And it has a capacity for five children. Honest.
By any reasonable standard, this is appalling. dozens of
students have been identified as having a need for child care.
This is Baruch College, not NYU, and the students we're dealing
with are not rich. Child care at Baruch costs them $8 a day. This
is reasonable.
Now the center plans to move, to a larger facility that will
support 30 children, by the fall semester. The State is committing$100,OOO to the new center. A grant is being sought to help
financeitaswell. The fact is,outside sources offunding are being
solicited. We must do our part.

"Okay, here's what we do. For current students, don't raise
tuition by $500. Raise it by only $350. That way those animals
won't riot and take over our precious buildings. So then, we'll
make up for it by gouging new students. They don't know e~ough
to complain about it yet,-and if they do, theYle notgoIDgto
protestIn their high schools."
.
-aut how do we justify such a large increase?"
-ntat's easy. Promise them a free semester. Most of them will
drop out anyway, so they'll never get it. Besides, we'll increase
tuition again next year to make up for it."
"Oh, I get it..
.
That's what City University thinks. The new tuition plan IS an

We would like to say that all students should not be forced to
pay for the needs of relatively few. We could say it's disgusting
that students have to help pay for a center many will never use.
But, as students concerned with educations! opportunities for
all.' and with the future of the mission of this University, it is up
to us to take a stand along with our fellow students and say .
"we're not just talk!" ,
,
When we show our commitment to child care, believe that
others will respond. Access to child care will attract students to
Baruch who would otherwise not come here. Isn't that reason
enough?
_
In all honesty, $5 per semester adds up to a nickel a day. It
adds up to two beers per semester, less than a movie ticket. Four
tokens.
So when you see the referendum appear on the screen when
you vote, hit «yES!"

abomination. We wholeheartedly agree with Lavonda Davis,
president of the Day Session Student Government. The new.
plan is deceptive and untrustworthy. We would like to see each
new student sign a contract with the University about this "free
seme~.~That-way.they~.sue when the state.fon:ed..tbe
Universfty.torenege on thedeal.
"But actually, if they're going to give away a semester, why not
make it the first semester, when many students don't get credit
for the classes they take anyway. It couldhappen!
Hey, DSSG-- how about starting to lobby and fight now for a
guaranteed minimum two-year freeze?

is that hewasgenwrielycoricemed about the.education
ofhisstudent&.·> :Hea]wayswaritedus to learn more and
al\VayssPoketh~:trUth~n() 1liatte~what.< Dr. Martinez
. wasa-greatmanandbyfar the best educator I've had at
Baruch.fmtbankfulthatI got the opportunity to know
him.andbeinepired :I>y.him." .
.
MildredG~.ilUlior
. .
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-rheUtin.~{,.~r.t1~~:r~ostabout Dr. Robert Marti~ez

..ishis:r8btilOua]ectu:res..:His leetureswere filled WIth
tru.tharid:not·fie.tion'1ike most professors feel they
-. sh 'wd:d<::t(i:tnik~hiSto·.: '. sound good!' He was also an
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"The thing I remembermost, abol1tDr~Martinezjs .
the speech he gave at Latin·Awareness.He gave me
hope for all Latin peOl>~~.,.;~ewas·a sweet, tender

man. I Win ileverforget·hi'ln~".·

Rachel Alg~ sophomore
..

.

.

.

"The thing I remember most about ,Dr.Martinezis·:
the speech hegaveJor-Latin.Awarel1es$thatD1.ad~ .
me want totakehisCourse~:but·itwasClosed."
.
. .. .
...•.
..
Noemi Disz,8C)pboDlOre.
.

,.'.

..

...

-rile thing I 1"emembe.fDl~tabout:Dr~Martin~js.
his dedieation'aDdprjdeJn>:helpiJ)gthe:H~Pttnic
CommwrityatBarueh~.Dr.·~ezworkedwith his .

students and the ":Hi~c:c~ijbs. -like a ~ phySician ..' .
.'::>:::.:;::-:: :;:-:.-:-.":;.:.:..;.:::.::::-,>:._.-.
. .
working on hispailents~rti~g surethaffheybave.·:
-rhe tbil"lgl;emetnbermost about Dr. Robert Martinez a grasp of or at least the motivation to learn about .. '
is-tbe::fnencllme.:andrespeet-With -whielrhe"!poke~to -their cultureandheritage,"
LatinostU<ientS,'and·hisspect8eular speech he gave on Shameek SupremeAJJah, junior

Latln:SeXu8]itY." .

EI~~~~or
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"The thing I remember most about Dr. Martinez is
therapporthehadwith.tpestudentsandfaculty. He .·
will be: greatly missed by all"
Zelphia Phillips,&enior .
<

Dr. RobertA-Martinez
.1942~i992 .
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Staff

pacton the black
Hispanic
studies program is
impossible to

can. A complex amalgamation

Continued on Page 14
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out its positions.how could it be adding goals in such an ad-hoc
manner?
The seventh goal that the USA party claims as its own,
arranging for internships, is already being addressed by the
Accounting Society, the American Marketing Association, The
Finance and Economics Society and A.I.E.S.E.C.with considerable success.
Finally, if it is too painful for Mr. Wilson to remember his
unsuccessful attempt for the DSSG Presidency, I would like to
remind Mr. Wilson, who has so much experience in government,
that it is the candidate's responsibility to let the interviewer
know what his position is or was. Ifthat was not the case with
the USA candidate, that shows his incompetence.
John Camacho

Shameek Supreme Allah
Sue-Peng Chua
Sharice Conway
Danny Gesslein
Dipti Gosalia
Eric Grossman
Anthony L. Harvey
Wesley Smith
Philip Susi

~
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of race, language and culture ::::
created the Latin American ~
people.
~
This dive~ty led Martinez ~
Anglo or La~ino-escaped to emphatically state in one
Martinez's acid tongue. Rae- class, ·1 don't care ifyou have
Ism, sexism, the Catholic blonde hair and blue eyes. If
Church, U.S. interference in you're Puerto Rican, you're not
Latin America, "Spanglish't--; white.- This, was not a stateall were targets.
ment ofinferiority orsuperiorPresident RonmdReagan or, ity to whites.. Rather, it was
as Martinez called him, "that his wayofsayingLatinos must
bozo in the White House," acknowledge all theirroots, not
earnedspecialscom. Martinez choose one over another, par- .
ticularly when one root is considered better than the other
"Martinez's imtwo by some in the North
American world.
Martinez's impact on the
black and Hispanic studies
and
programisimpossible toquantify. He created several new
classes in the discipline, such
asLatinAmerica: An Institutional and Cultural Survey
quantify. "
(HSP 1003) and Dominican
Heritage: A Survey from PreColumbian .Times to the
castigated Reagan's general Present <HSP 2010). I took
disdain for Latin America, and several of his classes, includthe Anglo propensity to lump ing the aforementioned HSP
all Latinos into one lump cat- 1003. He challenged his stuegory. ODe story he always dents to broaden their horirecounted was how Reagan, zons, Martinez introduced his
while onan official visit to Bra- students to Latin American
zil, proposed a toast and said, novelists like Gabriel ~a
"Here's to Bolivia,"
Marque~ Jorge Amado and
I also learned from Martinez Carlos Fuentes, to name a few.
the rich diversity ofthe'Latirio
To'some on campus, Martinez
people. We have our roots in was a divisive Influence, He
three basic racial and cultural often clashed with college offigroups: European white, Afri- cials, such as fonner Baruch
can black and Native Ameri- President Joel Segall, on is-

A Tribute to a Great Man

ed~or-i n-ch ief

Roslyn Bernstein
Ailsa Solomon

Qllotes of tIle Fortnig11t
-rhethin.gtremembei1Jlos~8boutDr. Robert Martinez

RafaelA. Olmeda

David A. Amlr

A Death In Our Family

To the Editor:
In your April 6 edition you published a letter in theOp-Eds
section~y'Mr.Delandro WIlson. 1 am reeponding Mr. Wilson's
letter. Mr. Wilson has for the second time made a political
mistake at Baruch College. The first waslast year when he ran
for president of the DSSG under the USA party and lost. This By Ivan Cintron
time around, .he has put his foot in his mouth.
.
Early in April, a friend of
Mr. Wilson wrote in his penultimate paragraph: "The new mine died. Dr. Robert A.
group may now belearning the ABC's ofpolitical action, but they 'Martinez, associate professor
should refrain from spreading garbage. about divisiveness and and chairman of the black and
favoritism."
Hispanic studies department,
First ofall, I wish Mr. Wilson would address the Allied Baruch succumbed to the dreaded' disCommunity Party as such and not as a group.
ease AIDS.
Second, in addition to three members of the present DSSG
I mourn his passing, but so
council!U1d one member ofits Executive Board, the ABC .partY"tio. the thousands of.students
slate includes the president of the Hispanic _Society, the presi- and faculty whose' lives he
dent ofthe Finance and Economics Society, the president ofthe touched. Martinez was an eloAccounting Society, and the vice-president of the Jewish St~- quent and tireless champion
dent Alliance. Furthermore, two other members of ABC work for the rights ofstudents, pardirectly with the Administration. As you can see, Mr. Wilson, we ticularly those of Latinoorihave more experience than you could ever hope to find in the gin. As a Puerto Rican,
USA party.
Martinez knew the obstacles
How could Mr. Wilson talk about learning the ABC's ofPOliti- Latinos face: poverty, lan. cal action when Mr. Herelle, the candidate for president under guage, and an indifference-the USA party, won last year's vice-presidential election just even hostility-to their plight
because he ran unopposed, with no governmental experience by the so-called mainstream
whatsoever?
society.
Third, I would like to quote part of Mr. Wilson's third paraI first met Martinez when I
graph: "It should be noted, however, that the USA party has the attended his Hispanic Studies
broadest, most definite plan ofaction available which addresses 1001 classinthe springof1982.
the concerns ofthe social, business and cultural groups, as well The class deals with Puerto
as responding to the matters of tuition increases, improved Rican history from 1898 to the
studying facilities and so on. The platform established by the present, the American period
party last year and again this' year clearly shows the diversity of colonization and exploitaand well-prepared agenda,"
tion that exists to this day.
I would like to ask Mr. Wilson if he has seen the platform
From. Martinez I learned
submitted bythe USA party-the original platform, the onetllat more about Puerto Rican herithe Electoral Committee has on file.
tageandhistoryin five months
The fact is that the USA platform is a collection of paragraphs than I did in my entire four
with no provisions to solve the problems that affect Baruch. The years in high school. Martinez
original platform submitted by the USA party to the Electoral taught his students to appreciCommittee is not the same as those which are being posted all ate and have pride in their
.over Baruch's bulletin boards. As a matter offset, the week of culture, but also to criticize its
April 6, the USA party posted a flyer in which it said: "You can sho~~mings...
.
vote for this:" [referring to the USA-p&rty] which listed 6 goals.
Criticize he did, No subject-sThe week of the April 13, another flyer from the USA party
,

sports editor

The Joe Isuzu Thition Plan

.

These GO'als Don't Score

Established In 1932

Deja-Vu AllOver Again
To the Editor;
After reading the April '6 issue of The Ticker, I was quite
surprised and astounded at the extreme ignorance displayed by
a certain individual, who wrote a letter in your paper. This
individual, whom I wish not to unmask at his moment, proved
to me that there is clearly a disease th is eating away at the
very basic roots ofthe intelligence of yreasonable person: that
disease, the most horrifying one within the bounds of the earth
as we know it, is called IGNORANCE.
The culprit is none other than Delandro Wilson. It seems this
guy wrote a letter to The Ticker, which incorrectly stated the
diversity of the members ofthe Allied Baruch Community(ABC)
political party. Mr. Wilson's blunder occurred when he stated in
his article that ABC, which is currently running for student;
government, is not attracting the attention of Caribbean students: ·1 hope this beliefis not based on the fact that no students
of Caribbean origin were interested in their party» (page 9).
WAKE UP Mr. Wilson! I am currently a candidate in ABC,
~ngforlower council- and guess what Mr. Wilson? I AM OF·
CARIBBEAN ORIGIN AND QUITE nrrERESTED IN THIS
PARTY!.
I would like to express all apologies to Mr.W"uson, ifthis letter
might have an offensive tone. I have every respect for the gu~,
and in no way do I wish to ridicule him. However, when that thin
line is crossed that divides pure knowledge from absolute
ignorance, it is'only then that I become a little -pissed-off." So
, ,please Mr. Wl1son, don't let ignorance consume you. KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
.

o

: , .. : .. __.;

Cbe
F.F. Hackett
.

LetterB continue On Page 15
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By Rafael A. Olmeda
I met Prof. Robert A.
Martinez in September 1987.
It was my first semester at
Baruch.and I was enrolled in a
class he was teaching called
"Contemporary Puerto Rican
Family." Dr. Martinez's course
was my introduction to real
college work, because it was
not a course fOT freshmen.
There was something about
the way he taught that made
the course accessible to anyone, meaty enough for a senior, simple enough for a freshman. It wasn't a "b,s,"coursewe. had to do real research,
interviews, and analyses. We
walked away from that class'
as better students, ready for
whatever challenge came next.
And man, could this guy
teach. There's no other way to
put it. I remember how in the
middle ofhis lecture he would
say something that remirided
himofhisexperiences growing
up (and so many things did).
The wholedasswouldjuststop.
We knew that nothing he was
about to say would have anything to do with the course, but
it would be worth listening to
regardless. It was in these
stories, I 'Would later realize,
that the majority ofimportant
learning is done in college.
There is·nothing wrong with

a textbook, and there is nothing wrong with a syllabus, because these things give necessary order to a course. But the

ground is? Well, some of us
like to put 'Indio.' Their hair is
as kinky as any you've seen
andthese people are puttingin
'Indio.' I've never seen an Indian with hairlike that. But so
many Hispanics refuse to acknowledge the black in them.
They think it got there by genetic mutation or something.
"So I used to look at the college applications all the time .

storieshetold.~e~dsout

so firmly in my mind. He was
talking about the racial makeup of the Latino, showing
clearly how racism for us in
any form is hypocritical. The
blood of the Latino, he said, is
not Spanish blood, although
the blood ofthe Spaniards is in
us. But our blood is also African, and it is also "Indian."
And theKIndians:he said, had
their roots in Asia. Looking at
a map ofthe world in his mind
he said, "Nothing is missing,"
His lesson WSS-sO SImple: The
Latino is the child ofthe world.
We are all people. Talk about
multiculturalism! Our culture
is by its very nature
multicultural.
And he would tell this to us,
because to understand the
Puerto Rican family today you
must understand history. You
can't just start in 1987' and
say, okay, what's up with the
Puerto 'Ricans? Then he digressed. This is how I remember him saying it four-and-a-

"Butso many
Hispanics refuse to
acknowledge the
black in them.
They think it got
there by genetic
mutation or
something. "
and it would say 'White' and I
would think, cyeah, I got some
white in me.' And the next one
said 1Jlack,' and I said, 'Yeah,
I gotsome blackin me.' Infact,
rd check them all. I didn't
leave anytbiDg out. The guidance counselors hated me."
Maybe they did. We didn)t.
We heard the message. Itregistered loud and clear. The

half years ago:
"I hate college applications,
because they are unfair. You
know the part where they ask
you what your ethnic back-

Latino doesn't need to reject
Continu«lOft PGIlf 14
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The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages'are those of the individual writers, and do not
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sJudents. Publication of Op-Eds is continge~ upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be .
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Tribute

The Revolutionary Generation

Peace To The' Ghetto Soldiers

0r-

upreme Allah
N
Here is a salute to all the
·o..ghetto soldiers who keep the
-c hope alive for a better future
for the Black community in
America.
At a time when fighting for
our cause means going against
the odds ofa system that has a
record ofkeeping us down, our
soldiers work day and night to
pull our brothers and sisters
out of the mud of oppression.
Weare at war with the system,
and our soldiers fight for s0cial, economic, and political
freedom before we are wiped
out under the foot of society.
To all ofour leaders coming
out of oppression and elevating our community, your efforts are not in vain. You are
the generals ofthe ghettoarmy
and as long as you don't sell us
out, you have about 22 million
Black soldiers available for the
cause. The biggest problem
right now is to motivate them
to face the reality ofour situation.
One leader in particular that
deserves to be acknowledged
is the Minister Louis
Farrakhan. He has recently
reintroduced the Three Year
Economic Plan, which is recognized by most observers as the
best program that we have to
uplift our economic status. The
basic idea behind it is for us to
spend three years pulling our
monetary resources together
to create an economic foundation for ourselves. With this
fund we will buy farmland,
open hanks and factories•.and.
create employment for our- .
selves. This is a crucial tactic
in the war for survival, for
whether Bush admits it or not,
this country is in a state of
recession and we are the last
r---

ones on his agenda for economic improvement.
During the past decades,
noted Black scholars such as
Or. Ben Yochannan and Dr.
Francis Cress Welsing have
done extensive research on the
Africandiasporaanditseffects
on our present status. They
have written numerous books
and conducted many seminars
on the subject. Therefore, we
no longerhave tobelieve in the
outdated theories of the
Blackman's plight. We now
have intellectual soldiers in
just about every academic discipline who are eager to teach
us about ourselvesand the war
that we are in.
Hope always comes from the
wisdom of our ministers and
spiritual masters who fight on
a spiritual level. We have lost
our soul in the years ofstruggle,
and we cannot expect a victory
if we don't have the spiritual
guidance to make us achieve
it. With God as our armor, we
cannot lose the battle no matter what the odds may be.
r
Peace goes out to the young
the ghetto soldiers. We must
fight a street warfare against
the drugs and other plagues
that the enemy has set up for
us. Since our neighborhoods
lack employment and the collegetuitionsareconstantlyrising beyond our grasp, many of
us have a career in the drug
trade and kill each other in
competition. This is just another weapon ofthe enemy that
is called Divide and Conquer;
by killing ourselves our enemy
is8bletosavehisammunition
and direct it toward the survivors ofthe Black-on-Black violence. We would be better off
using our guns to defend our
neighborhoods from the

scourge ofpolice brutality and
concentrateinsteadon preserving our health for the war.
Our suffering community can
never appreciate enough the
support of our women who are
doing all they can to keep the
Black family from disintegrating, despite the fact that about
75 percent of our families do
not have a father to support
them. The Black women's
emotional support and
strength in raising' our children are essential factors in
our continued ability to fight'
for freedom after centuries of
oppression.
Last but not least is a special
greeting to our brothers in jail.
Many ofthem in these concentrationcampsrealizethatthey
are the victims and not the
criminals in a society that denied them right to social equality. Although imprisonment
reduces the convicts to astate
of an animal mentality, they
can still support our cause by
using their time to think about
the justice ofcatching the real
criminals. These are the penpushers in three-piece suits
who make the rules with loopholes in them which only they,
with their expensive lawyerS,
have the ability to take advantage of.
The war for the Blackman
and woman's survival in the
'9()s is on and is reaching its
most crucial stage. As soldiers
in the battle zone, we must
remember that it is not the
numbers that count, but the
..power that. backs up .thenumhers. If we go back to our
native values and spiritual
roots, we will have the power
of God Himself backing us.
As Mandela said, the struggle
continues.

What Has DSSG Done For Us Lately?
By Stefan Dembowski
Once again Baruch students
must give thought to who will
be el~d to hold office in the
Day Session Student Government. Baruch students will
pick several candidates from
two different political parties
and anindependentcandidate.
Before you vote for anybody
you should find out information about,who is running and
what they will do for you if
elected.
Currently the United Students for Action (USA) party
holds the majority ofpositions
in the DSSG's council and executive office. The USA's platform and candidates are posted
in several Baruch College
buildings. Go look it up. I
personally have not noticed
much action taken by the
DSSG these last few years.
But, like most Baruch students, I'm pretty busy working
to paX for my tuition, so lets
give th'em the benefit of the
doubt and say that the
DSSG, run by the USA. has
done an OK job. I do recall
some last minute protests concerning the current tuition
hikes, so they obviously have
done things for my benefit.

The DSSG council, with the
USA holding a majority, voted
a few years ago to give anyone
who holds an office a stipend to
be paid each month, All council members get paid for each
month for twosemesters, eight
months in total (see chart).
That's a lot of money. And
it's not counting any expenditures that the DSSG might incur. Keep in mind that this

I'm not criticizing the stipends. IT someone spends a
major part oftheir time representingme to theoutside world,
then why shouldn't they get
reimbursed? The point I'm trying to make is this: The members of DSSG are our employees. They receive our money.
That being the case I want to
see resumes for anyone looking to be elected. I'm an em-

disagreed with. I interviewed
Continued from page 13
sues like the lack of tenured him for a class, English 2530,
minority faculty and student Broadcast Journalism, a few .
retention. The official position weeks before Segall retired.
was that the college was doing Although. he said there was a
.everything in its power to re- definite need for a new, less
cruit minority professors and conservative administration,
help students stay at Baruch Martinez added, "The president, I really believe is avery
moral man who believes that
"No subject
he's doing what's best.A bitter irony is that the disease which two presidents-eacid tongue.
Ronald Reagan and George
sexism, the Bush-have done little to combat,daimedMartineZ'slife,one
Catholic Church,
ofthe mostvociferouscrities of
U.S. interference
these two messengers of the
Latin America,
right-wing agenda that is destroyingour country. Latinos
'Spanglish '-all
here at Baruchhave lost a powwere targets. "
erful ally in their struggle.
Without Martinez, a number
of
Latinos may have fallen
and finish their education.
Martinez disagreed, saying the through the cracksand notfincollege wasn't doing enough. ished their education. I know,
From my own personal experi- because I was one ofthose nearence, I believe it's individual casualties.. He helped me reprofessors-not the adminis- turn to Baruch after a leave of
tration-that truly make a dif- absence. lowe him a debt I can
ference in students' lives at never repay, because now he's
Baruch. Martinez was such a gone. However, I can pay tribute to a great man. His loss is
professor.
Despite professional differ- a profound one for Baruch. Dr.
ences, Martinez did have some Robert A. Martinez, this is for
positive comments for those he you. Adios, Amigo.

escaped Martinez's

Racism,

in

Te-acher
Continued from page 13

called him "a distinguished
teacher in the true sense." In
fueAm~.Hemu~~knowl addition, he fought constantly
edge the Indian. He must ac- for real, positive change at
knowledge himselfasa child of Baruch, always with the stutheworld. Dr. Martinez taught dents in mind. More than any.me.thatin.a way.thatno.one one.I know.,hefought for unity
else could, or at Ieast in a way· through truth.
that no one else would.
In 28 years I could only specuDr. RobertA. Martinez died late on how many lives he has
of AIDS on April 3, 1992. He touched, but I do know thiswas 49 years old. He taught mine is one of them.
for 28 ofthose years. His obituDidthe DSSG,run by the USA,
do everything in its power to
prevent the tuition increase
and the accompanying budget
cuts? Did they, in the fall of
1991 or now in 1992, go to
Albany or to City Hall or the
City Council? I honestly don't
know. Maybe they did. As a
student, the DSSG really
doem't tell me a whole lot. Do
any of you know? Did they
organize any Voter Registration Drives? I have seen blank
voter registration forms at the
Information desk, but that's it.

s

s

Total $2,075
ployer looking to fill some jobs.
Like any other employer, I
want to know this: Why should
I hire them? What, will they do
for me? What have they done
for me? These are. questions
that we should all ask. Are you
happy with the DSSG?
Finally, I want to know this.

- . ,

'. -.-- J-

ary in ·the New York Times

the European influence in his
life, but he must acknowledge

Breakdown of D.S.S.G. Stipend Budget
1991-1992
Per Year (8 mmths)
PerMontb
President
$ 275
$ 2,200
Vice-President
$ 270
2,160
Treasurer
$ 270
$ 2,160
Secretary
. $ 260
$ 2,120
Council '(20 members, $50 a month)
$ 1.000
8,000

$16,640 is more than Baruch
clubs get for the entire year.
Each club must justify its budget before it gets any money. If
you are a memberofa club, ask
your treasurer how much your
club gets funded for the entire
year. The answer might surpnse you.
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$16,640
I've been involved with several
Voter Registration Drives. At
CCNY, I've sat at college entrances, talked to people and
got several hundred people to
register to vote. I've evencontributed to the postage and
mailed the filled out voter reg-

istration forms. Has the DSSG
done even that?
There is now a new party
called ABC (Allied Baruch
Community). They are running to unseat the the incumbentsfrom the DSSG and make
some changes. I'mnot going to
mention their platfonn. Ifyou
want to find out who and what
they are running for, go read a
poster. It is worth your time to
learn about these people. W111
they do a better job than USA?
rttat's for you to find out and ...
decide. But maybe they will
communicate with the student
body better than USA has and
let us know what the hell is
going on.
Tm not really out to get you
to vote for ABC. I'm more interested in getting you to look
at both parties and choose for
yourself. Ask yourselfthis: Do
you really want to pay people
for their services without first
interviewmgthem?
Go talk to the DSSG or the
clubs that deal with the DSSG.
Go find the candidates and interview them. I'm sure most of
the candidates on both parties
will be willing to talk to you.
Ask for a resume, After all,
you are hiring them and you
will be paying good money for
their services.

What's He Been Smoking?

Students, if you're going to feed your minds with the kind of
slop you can pick up from the gutter, who caresiftuition goes up
$500 a year, or $5,000 a year? Who needs a university, then,
To the Editor:
. anyway? Wake up and look around: You might no have one
I read John Camacho's drug legalization article ofApril 6, 1992 much longer.
and thought how appropriate that it was published inyour April
Joel Blind, Associate Professor
Fool's issue, John still believes in the fairy tale of*safe- drugs,
I am surprised that a business major and student government
~
candidate couldmake such a superficial analysis of such an
.
im~tissue.
'
Camacho's major argument claims that legalizing and taxing To the Editor:
drug sales will make drugs affordable and bring in billions oftax
College life could be the most meaningful and valuable experevenueswhile.~thep~fitability~utofthedrugbusiness.rience in our whole entire lives. We will carry our sweet
When has Iegalizing and taxing something necessarily proven 'to memories from our college for the rest of our lives if we have a
be so destructive? Tobacco is both legaland heavily taxed andyet , happy,healthy atmosphere in college, especially if we have
has made huge profits for R.J. Reynolds. My father smokes esprit de corps. However, BaruchCollege seems to lack a team
constantly and wo~ldpayanythingfora~kofcigarettes.
Ifyou spirit" Therefore, we should do something to make our College
tax drugs as heavily, what makes you think these honest and better. The following are some suggestions for improving the
respectable drug distributors will pay their fair share of taxes? atmosphere at Baruch.
. .
Haven't you heard of black-market cigarette sales? And even if 1- Include a walking tour as part ofFreshman Orientation.
they do pay taxes, w~n't they ~ust pass ~hat cost on.to their 2- Improve the ventilation in the 9 floor study room. (Lex Bldg.)
consumers andcomplam about high taxes like other businesses? 3- Provide more, study rooms.
John'~ laughable assumptions of no new producers and no 4- Improve the lighting in the auditorium (Lex Bldg.)
growth In demand should be challenged..First, demand is con- 5- Paint arid decorate rooms and other areas so they are more
sumer driven not supplier driven. John speaks about the huge cheerful and inviting.
profits in the drug business. Are all tbese profits due to higher 6- Use student artwork in lobbies, cafeterias, etc.
profit margins and none. from increased market size? Drug 7- Renovate or enlarge the cafeterias in each building.
dealers have been supplying more drugs every year to satisfy 8- Provide real food in the cafeterias- not just vending machines.
'America's drug habit. Do you think this growth will magically 9- Enforce the smoking regulations in the cafeteria and stairstop because drugs become legal? When drugs are legal and cases more strictly.
heavily advertised (our marketing students need jobs too) drug 10-Provide "language tables" in .the cafeteria or elsewhereusage wi~l increase, perhaps dram?tica1I;r, now that it is legally where students could meet, eat and practice speaking a given
(and ~ally:) accep~le. To satisfy this huge demand, U.S. langliagewith other interested students and with native speakcom parnes will pour In resources and put those poor South ers (English, Spanish, German...)
American farmers right out ofbusiness (Remember, Buy Ameri- II-Arrange club meeting times so that a student could attend
can!)...
more than one club in a given week, or month.
John's "safe" drugs are obviously non-addictive and carry no 12-Start a Multicultural Club- for all ethnic groups.
side effects, otherwise where is his discussion on the cost oflost 13-Arrange more ESL activities, such as a buddy tutor system;
worker productivity due to drug use that is studied today? The one on one conversational partnerships.
decrease in health care costs due to prevention ofHIV transmis- 14-Providemore lounges for socialization, and more rooms for
sion would be offset by the increased costs oftrying to help those students to work onjoint projects.
who have become addicted and/or are suffering from the effects 15-Encourage more joint projects in classes, clubs, etc.
?f prolonged drug use. What about the added costs .due to the· 16:..Arrange "open hours" for the basketballlvolleyball court, so
Increased number of drug related vehicular and other types of that students could lise it on an informal basis between classes.
accidents?
17-The railing on the balcony overlooking the 6 floor gym-is too
At least we have the government savings, right. With no DEA, low (dangerous). It should be built higher.
lower court costs, and reduced prison populations the govern- 18-Provide more games in the Studerit Center.
ment will be swimming in money..·We-·obviously won't need to 19-Work out methods for more and better communication be~
expand theIRS to see that drug suppliers are paying their taxes. tw~n StUdent Center leaders and students.
.
N or will the FDA, or a new government agency, need resources 20-Start a monthly faculty/student discussion group on topics of
toregulate;·test; andapptoV'ethepte-niomor-new~-thaTwiU
. ··generatintereS1;.-- - .. __ . -"
._-". _
- .-. -- .,.-_.,,-,---be produced and enforce the avalanche ofnew governmentlaws . .
..
.
_' ..
and regulations governing their production and use. The court
It may be difficult to finish all ofthese suggestions, anyhow we
personnel freed up can now handle the cases involving Iawsuits hope those related departments would at least give them a try
filed against the drug companies on behalf of those who died or and consider them deeply. Ifyou feel the same way, or have any
were injured while taking their drugs. Perhaps they can even suggestions or advice, please respond to The Ticker or rome to
decide on damages due from the government for legalizing us at the 'Conversation Club on Thursdays 1 to 2:30, Room 112,
dangerous substances for public consumption. I'm also positive Lex. Ave Building).
that all the highly qualified people in our prisons will never see
Let's work together to improve our college.
the inside of a courtroom again as their skills and past job
experience leaves them well positioned to get that prime job in
Michael Yan
this tough market.
..
The Conversation Club
The rich and powerful drug lords, stripped oftheir huge profits
and forced to cut overhead, will find their profits in other Editor's Note:
activities such as selling non-FDAapproved drugs, loansharking,
In our last issue (April 6), we published an article by Ivan
etc. Theirfonneremployees willfind employment in these fields Cintron entitled "State Shafts CUNYand Its Real Majority. " The
as well. Consumers will find it difficult to support a drug habit article was written in response to an earlier piece by Baruch
when they don't have enough now to rent an apartmentOetalone Professor James F. Guyot, which appeared in the March 19
buy a house),buy a car, or afford college tuition. Violence, or its edition ofNew York Newsday. Dr. Gllyot's article questioned the
causes, will not disappear simply by legalizing drugs.
reasoning of a lawsuit filed last month by a number of City
In the end, whatever small economic benefit we might receive University students and faculty in order for CUNY to get more
by legalizing drugs stiU cannot justify the abandonment of our funding from New York State. The lawsuit claims that CUNY
moral and social responsibilities to the welfare of the people of receives less funding than the State Uniuersity system, and that
this country and our children.
the "state maintains disparate leoelsoffunding... based solely on
Bill Andersen disparate racial composition ofthe student bodies in the CUNY
and SUNY systems.
According to his article, Dr. Guyot contends that while there is _
a correlation between the levels offuruIing and the racial makeup ofthe two systems, there is no proven causal relationship that
To the EditOr:
There is something less than credible about the Baruch Colle- would establish "conscious discrimination: "
The following is a quote from CintrOn's piece:
giate Chapter ofThe American Marketing Association's"eondom
he (Guyot) contends tho: regardles« ofwhether
in every pocket" campaign that was reported in the March 24
there are high or low levels CJf minority enrollTicker. "The BCCAMAis not in any way promoting casual sex."
ment, there are some schools that receive a lot of
Right. That's why theyheld an erotic bake sale. That'swhy they
funding and some that get littu. .
keep puttingup all those suggestive posters wflve beenseeingon
In Guyot's uiew,this mearu there isn't a ~t
the bulletin boards the last few weeks; you know, the ones that
a~konCUNYfromtheS~eu
glamorize the casual sex (as in parked cars) they're "not in any
Dr. Guyot objects specifically to this last statement. In a letter
way promoting".
"But ifyou're going to have sex, please have safe sex.- Isn't that to The Ticker, he sta.tes: "That is neither my view nor a fair
just another version ofthat great philosophical principle: "Ifyou characterization ofara.ything I wrote. At no point in my essay did
can't beat 'em; join 'em"? And isn't that just the weak side's I say whether or not racism. was a cause' offunding differences
version of: *Might makes right"'? And isn't that the same kind between CUNYand SUNY. What I did say was: 1) suchm CClBual
of cave man thinking we old fuddy duddies stood up against in connection was not proven by the brief that my colleagues filed,
the avietnam era*! So just because -Everybody does it", like and 2) their assertion that racismUXJ8 the only cause is both
what purports to be the New York City Board ofEducation, it illogical and and faIM on its face. "
The Ticker has voted not to reprint either the origirUJ.l article
makes it a good idea to hand out condoms to everyone? What
does «condom sense" mean, anyway? That you're supposed to . from Newsday or the article by Cintr01L
think with the organ you put that thilig on?
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ISuccess begins with
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-- Charles Wiesenhart has experienced the frustrations many club executives
have experienced in dealing with the DSSG and will increase the efficiency of
Student Government.

• Increase the efficiency of Day Session
Student Government.
~

• Fair representiation for all students and
student organlzations.

.

__ ~iesenhart has 'been working with Career Services to bring more.
internships and part-time jobs to Baruch students .

• Vehemently tight against any further
budget cuts and tuition increases.

-- Charles Wiesenhart is familiar with the problems of CUNY and already has
made contacts in the CUNY Community-Coalition and-the University
Student Seriate
as well as in the Baruch admhnstration-e- to combat
CUNY- wide problems.

• Lobby to Increase services for differently-

abled and internationalstudent.

e· Increase funding to Baruch as well as
C.U.N.Y.

-- Charles Wiesenhart is dedicated to the Truth, Justice and Baruch!

l

1£' -

:.-

~
••
::.

f

•

-

::r

• Will see to the completion and administration of the child care facility.
• Increase student voter registration and
---paUicipation to gain more Iobbylng
.power.
• Fight to increase the student voice in the
administatiopn at both the College and
Unlverslty level.
• Will seek to increase student space in
"Slte B," and fight to Increasestudent
access to existing
facilities.
......
-....

. -I

VOTE FOR

Charles

iesenhart

candidate for
D.S.S.G

President
..e..

.

The Allied Baruch Community
strongly urges you-to voteYES for. the~Child Care-Referendum..

Treasurer

Secretary

Monique M. Borik

Jennifer Robinson

U JUler Council

Lower Council

Steven Barberesi
L. Fernando Cadena
Janice Cahalane
Laverne Coger
Anton Nica]
Luz Rodriquez
Marisol Taveras
Carlos Torres

John Camacho
Carlos Capellan
Hillel Caplan
Che F~ F. Hackett
Yoon Shin Park
Jennifer Rosa
Helen Shum
Gregorio Smith·
Laura Valenti

.
_
.
A
'B
C
··011 MayS, 6; <',vote 'for A.B.C.llecause ·it's,··:II01lt, ",:mmge'··
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SENSE
SAYS. .'
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'. - LOOKING FOR AJUMPAHEAD?
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Come to the

BARUCH COLLEGE
BASIC SKILLS IMMERSION PROGRAM
on

THURSDAY APRIL 30 at 1:00PM
.......

•

The proper use of condoms can
the risk of
the HIV/AiDS virus.

·In

Room 4 North, 17 Lexington Avenue.

Some symptoms. of the virus are:
fatigue, shortness of breath, nightsweats,
fever, diarrhea, swollen glands,
rapid weight loss, whitish coating on tongue,
discolored growths on skin.

Dr. Elizabeth Thangaraj will be present to
answer all of your questions about the
I Immersion. program.
Applications
forms
for
! .
.'
. ..
'.
..
.
.
I enrolling in the program will also be available.
I
.
\ For a brief description' of the program see the
i Ticker Take section on page 3.

I
I

Sponsored by: American Marketing Association,
Schmid Laboratories, The Ticker, WBMB

DATING IN "THE""90"S' ·
~.

.

A WORKSHOP
- How to approach someone you're interested in.
- How to make a date.
- How to discuss health status when dating.
- How to negotiate safer sex.
Participants will develop new ideas and behaviors through
role-playing discussing issues in a creative and humoruos fashion.

r

Presented by:

Janice Ruffin, Ph.D.

Student Health Services

~

&

Patrick Suraci, Ph.D.
Psychology Department

Wednesday; May 13th, 1992; 4-5:30 PM
Room 1703; 360 Park Avenue South
Sponsored by the Division Of Student Development.

Faculty Profile
•

Dr, Robert Martinez Loses FightWitll1\IDS
By Kathryn Garcia
and Roberta Ransaw
On Friday, April 3, Prof. Robert A
Martinez, chairman of the Black and
Hispanic Studies Department, died
from complications of AIDS.
He had been ill for several months,
. but it wasn't until the spring semester
that his health prevented him from
teaching.
Dr. Martinez' helped to develop 20
Hispanic Studies courses for the
curriculum of the Black and Hispanic
Studies Department. According to Prof.
Arthur Lewin, who replaces him as'
chairman, Dr. Martinez was very
systematic and very comprehensive
when it came to creating these courses.
"He prepared the rationale and teacher
courseoutlinefor the courses," says Dr.
Lewin. However, he says, Dr. Martinez
wanted to introduce other courses,
including one on women of color and
some Latin American theater courses.
In addition, according to Dr. Lewin,Dr.
Martinez prepared .most of the
paperwork necessary-to implement a

always made time for his students,
whether it was as a speaker during
HispanicUni ty Day or writing.
recommendations. He told one class
'half-jokingly, CJ don't mind writing a
recommendation for any of you, but
justrememberme when you get there.»
In his Puerto Rican and Dominican
Heritage classes, Dr. Martinez taught
students that Latinos are ethnically
diverse, having African, European and
Asian influences that were mixed into
the many aborigine tribes like the
Tainos, that had existed before the
"invasionofColumbus", as Dr. Martinez
referred to the explorer's arrival to the
Americas. . "His lectures were filled
with truth and not fiction like most
professors feel they should do to make
the history sound goOO,-says Miriam

''Many knew of
someone wbo bad
AIDS or diedfrom it,

-Blaek:·and-·Hi1Jpanie-Studies~"_:"',-··-:Biru~~lM'R4m~!Mtl"· ..~ ~

An advocate for' Blacks and Latinos,
Dr. Martinez's accomplishments lie in
the advancement of minorities within
the Baruch community and outside.
His.Iifetime work was on the topic of
Puerto Rican life and culture at home
and mainland.
When Dr. Lewin joined the
department in 1979, he saw Dr.
Martinez doing the New York Times
crossword puzzle, which according to
Lewin he always did. He also kept up
with every Latin American and African
American novel and author. Or. LeWin
remembers him most by his striking
voice, his energy and concern for
students.
ClJIe did not see himself as 'Dr,
Martinez' but as a member ofa vibrant
diverse eo~nity of scholars and
students," says Dr. Lewin. He further
states that Dr. Martinez saw success
only when the students and the
programssucceededandtbatheenjoyed
his life because he lived with that
connection in mind.
In his time at Baruch, Dr. Martinez
had to battle the administration for
every promotion. In 1977 The Sentry, a
campus newspaperat Baruch, reported
a misunderstanding that had arisen
regarding the completion of his Ph.D.
degree at Fordham University.
-whenever a black or Hispanic faculty
member comes up
'reappointment,
promotion, or tenure, he/she has to
fight tooth and nail for what is rightly
ours," Dr. Martinez said at the time.
According to Dr. Lewin, Dr. Martine2
had to fight hard for every step leading
up to
tenure.
Many students say they will
remember Dr. Martinez as a man who

for

his

."

_. __ ._".
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man who brought
tbemtogetber tbat
morning was also
dying oftbe same
disease. "
Rodriguez, who took his course on
Puerto Rican Heritage from PreColombian·Times to 1898 with. He also
made studentsaware that the struggle
of Latinos in the Caribbean and in
South .' America is similar, if not
identical, to that ofthe blackCaibbeans
who are faced with economic, social
and political problems that force many
to immigrate to the United States in
search of a better life for themselves
and their children.
Last spring, Dr. Martinez invited a
speaker who worked with AIDS
patients at the Beth Israel Hospital
andinformedstudentsofthisterrifying
illness and how it affects everyone.
Many of the students who sat there
. heard of or knew of someone who had
AIDS or died from it, butfew knew that

--'"

Dr. ~ Ie..u.unez, chaInnan of 1h18Iack and HIspanIc Studies I)epartII*1I
the man who brought them together
that morning was also dying of the
same disease.
Dr. Martinez always had much to say
and many things to do, and it rarely
occuredto students that these many
meetings he constantly w~ rushingoff
to concerned them:
minority
enrollment, BIsek and Latino courses,
voter registration, ow rights and
economic development in the
community. _
-nte thing 1. remember most about
Dr. :Martinez was' the feeling that I
always left his class with new
knowledge,·
says
Christiana
~ervnle,a student in Dr. Martin"s
Latin America
in fall '91. IIffis
.

~,

class was not easy and the material
could be complex, but at the end of the
semester you left with knowledge on a
variety oftopics that you.did not have
before you took the class. I think that
is why he was considered to be a good
professor.In memory ofDr. Martinez carnations
have been placed on every door of the
BlaekandHispanic Department, which
Dr. l.A!win says is to ~eep his spirit
alive.· Amemorial 1'1111 be held on May
5, at 5:30 p.m. in the Administrative
Lo~ Of the 22 St. Administrative
Building. Faculty, staff and students
will be welcome to attend and share
their thoughts to honor Dr. Martinez.

course
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=-t
A memorial for
Dr. Rol!ert4. Martinez
will be held in
The Administrative Lounge of tbe 22 St. Building
on Thursday May 5 at 5:30 p.m..
.All are.uielcome .
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Word Around Baruch
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by Kevin Crespi

•
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Wh~n

should a guy and a
girl start having sex?

(\I

·:y::~;::~.:~:~;~~l~;;::~~.;~ .
Louis Wang, freshman
ultdepends how fast the relationship

-Personaiy l1hi,* a guy and a girl.should have

sex whenever they both feet they are reactt. Irs
no big deal'" it's just when they both feel they
aregoing 10 be (X)fTIfortabie with each and be
able to lYe up with the consequences that
having sex resU1s them.·

develops.-

...

Consider a Saturday Course

viewpoints are a little bit changed 'cause it would be
quite hypocritical. I think that it's a very important step
into a relationship. It's one that a lot of love and
dedication and commitment should be had before the
act. It's the closest that two human beings could ever
get.;.

.',

Anthony'calderon, upper junior
-It depends on the two people. If they really

Derek Clarke, freshman

...

"I feel that unless a guy and a girl hit
it off right away they should wait and
build up their relationship at leasta
month or two.

care about each other and they think they
are ready they can do it whenever they
want to.-

ATTENTION ALL

~.

en

!

By Stacey Serrano
much to me, especially since the
.The train pulls in and a few people weekend courses aren't as heavily
<'
CD
step onto the platform. The small group subscribed as an evening course.- On
en
•
heads up' the stairs and exits' the the average, the turnout is'higher on
>
"'0
subway. Upon entering the building - the weeknights. The capacity for
~.
the familiar call of"I.D.'s out" is heard. Saturday courses is about 80· percent
I\)
......
In the elevator, the 4th and 5th floor verses 105 percent on week nights.
buttons are pressed. The 4th floor
These courses-are not only helpful to Dear Lonnie,
~
contains classrooms, while the 5thfloor students, but also to professors. The
I am .pregnant with a friend's child. He is presently seeing someone and is
contains coffee. Sounds familiar? Well Saturday staffiscomprised ofadjuncts, grcUluating at the end ofthis semester• .We used a condom "correctly" but I 8tiUgot
it should. These are Baruch College who are part-time staff membe'rs, pregnant. He has an incredibly bright future ahead ofhim andI don't want to ruin
students. They schlepp to the city on a usually working on their doctorates. his future academic, profeasional or personal plans with a child. I also don't want
Saturday, in order to attend weekend The question is, does this affect the him to resent me, or feell am "trapping him» because he is (J dear friend to me. I
courses.
quality of Saturday courses? Carol don't believe in abortion nor could I give up this child for adoption. I can afford
The classes meet once a weekfor a Febres doesn't seem to think so. Inher to takecare ofthechild myselfeven though I am 18. ShouldI let him know the child
periodof'threehours, Theprogramhas opinion, "tbe professors are a little is hislSItmJd 1 G8k him fiJr child support? Whet do 1 tell him, ifan.ythi.n8 at all,
existedforthepasttwoyears. The only inexperienced, but certainly not and what do 1 tell the child?' 1 don't sleep around: and always use protection, I
com sea offered come. from School of ,incapable. . The, classes are just as ·lmou1,the.r:Jr.iltl is his. I am terribly confused..
.
Business, Dean Francis J. Connelly, informative as any other course,"
the dean of the School ofBusiness, ~ys
Darryl Flich feels that the Saturday Dear Confused,
he doesn't know why the Bchool of courses are even better then the . It sounds like you are in a very difficult and complex situation and have begun
Liberal Arts or the School ofEducation weekday courses. -rhe classes are to consider some pressing questions related to your friend and the baby. Though
aren't involved, The· weekend courses filled with har.d-working students these matters affect you directly, it is also timely to ask questions about yourself
were Connelly's decision. Where the tTying to get somewhere. The students and how this situation' will impact on you and your life.'
.
originalideacamefromisamystery."I bring alot of useful material into the
You don't mention anything about the academic, professional, orpersonsl plans
don'treca11 if the staffcame to me with class, unlike some day courses, where you have for yourself. The worry you feel about affectingyour friend's future and
the idea, but it's not..a crazy one," .the students seemlessinvolved," Flinch your concern.about not "trapping him-into somethinghe doesn't want sound like
Connelly says.
says.
worriesand concerns that may also apply to yourself. It's important that you not .
Apparently not, since 200
Funding for weekend courses comes forget about achieving your goals.
undergraduate students attend these from regular tax dollars. "It's just a
Having a child now can certainly make the process ofplanning for your future
courses. According to M. Gloria B. matter of how it's used," explains more difficult, but you'll be doing yourselfand your child a favor ifyou take stock
Abel,anadjunctinstructorwholectures Connelly.
The dean has been ofthe goalsyou haveforyourselfandkeepfoeusedon ways to reach them. Many
on Saturdays, lilt gives people who considering exactly that, with the womenhavestruggledwiththeproblemsinvolvedwithbeinginsehoolorworking
wouldn't have a chance anopportuni ty. massive budget cut Baruch is facing. in a career, and at the same time raising a family. Ifyou do keep the child, you'll
Saturday students are dedicated When asked if the weekend courses need support from friends and family. You shouldn't look on this as something
students."
.,
will suffer because of the. budget cuts, to do all by yourself.
The students also reacted favorably the Dean snorted, "It doesn't mean .
It may seem selfless and unselfish for you to think of assuming responsibility
to the program. Karen Haughney, an much to me, especially since the
for your pregnancy all by yourself, but your friend is involved, and you maybe
economics major, a full-time worker weekend courses aren't as heavily shelteringhim too much. You're assuming he wouldn't want some responsibility
and student said she preferred subscribed as an evening course." On in the situation. The questions you ask suggest that there will have to be some
Saturday. courses to evening courses. the average.. the turnout is higher on discussion and negotiation with your friend about what happens next.
"Workingfull-time andattendingnight the weeknights. The capacity for
Though you haven't said so, you may be feeling a little bitter and resentful at
school is tiring. I would enjoy a night off saturday. courses is'abolit80 percent being all alone with such important concerns and decisions. You may be feeling
to relax," she says with a grimace.
verses 105 percent on week nights,
rejected and left behind as you picture your friend going offinto his future. The
Jery Cheung, a full-time day student
As usual, the quality and quantity of uncertainty you have about talking to him about the questions you asked may
and accountingmajoragreed with Prof. coursesotreredina CUNYsystem comes also reftec:t some uncertainty you have about exploring your own feelings
Abel when he said, "'nley are ~tial down to money. Should the weekend regarding these matters.
for people that work
'wtmt go ; CourseS
to'exiStfwhere-poes that
Your siqmtion may also be complicated by family and cultural attitudes and
back to school,"
leave' the small, unconsidered traditions.' It may be hard for you to place as high a value ODyOur persQri8l and
~c:Jj~.Bf~t.,!-~~~nc!~~~~!~.
__ .R!?I?-~ati~ofcolleges~~en~.,!~~.!!l}'
aeademi~plansandcareergoaIsasyouplaceontheplansandgoa1sotyourfriend.
from regular tax. dollars. .-I~s just a on them?_DianaBeed.says with a sign, -.- AiiaitjDay benara~foryo'il.o-liOlaO~ to~ ~~ se"~:n.t,<8naDot]iegiD-~-. . .....
matter of how it's used," explains -We're not considered. The middle and feel like you've done something wrong. Don't let feelings ofguilt confuse you and
Connelly.
The dean has been lower class people of this city are the get in the way ofsome mature and careful thinking and talking out of the issues
considering exactly that, with the oneswhosuffer.lhavetoworkinorder and problems involved.
massive budget cut Barueh is facing. togo to school, and on Saturdays I can
When asked if the weekend courses really devote myself to school." If
will suffer because of the budget cuts, anything, Reed says the program should Dear Lonnie,
10m very stressed out and have heel) thinking about suicide. I am not excelling
the Dean snorted, "It doesn't mean be extended to Sunday classes as well.
in school as 1 had- hoped and my personal life is (J disaster. lam very actioe in the
StUiUntCenter. 1 can't seem toget it together long enough to do anything right and
do'rwt AllOW where to turn. My fri£nds just joke about m.y mood and 1 can't talJc
to my family.
Signed,
StreaedOut

so

and

JUNIORS AND' SENIORS
..
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SEASICK about your FUTURE?
Join the MetLife crew and launch a
successful career in' financial services.

cease

to

-Dear Sb'eseed Out,

Metlife is a pioneer and leader in ·servinO the financial needs of the growing Asian-American Community
and offers exceplional opportunity to ~ Asian- language-speaking Individuals. many of whom
have already moved into hiQtI ranking positions.

• Comprehensive Rifting system

• Advancement opportunity

• Terriflc earning poI8ntiaI
(&au saI8ry can r.-:h SICJOIr.)

• Top-quallty Inv.....,t products
• executive training prognma
ani..... to qualified Indmctuals

MetUfe has unma1Ched recession-proof stability. continuing to grow even through times of economic
uncertainty.

Come
z

.

: c....

II RT(11 KYIQ

-,

April 28 - 30 & May 4 and 5
11 :00 - 6:00
360 Park Ave. South
.. .:·5th Flooor Cafeteria

....
'

.;.

,

.

~board

on

1189 .... _ .... and

drop anchor with one of the WOOd's Iatgest and most

respected financial institutions. ReseNe your berth now by sendino your resume to:
Jay Mahr, MartcetinO Manaoer
Metlife Nortneastem Temtory
25 MadISon Avenue, Area SW
New York, NY 10159 .

or call AwI'da at: (212) 578-9218 no later
than April 30. 1992.

Don't miss the boat!

·JOIN MET. IT PAYS.

OMetLife·

<.

In Fashion and On Fashion

If you're highly-motivated and fluent in one or more Asian languages, come and explore career options
at a no-obfiOabOn seminar offered by MetLife in New York on May 8th or 9th.

>
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Heidi Stekman, senior
'When irs mutually agreed upon. 1used to believe it
should wait to marriage but it didn't happen so now my

-

i
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Jay Lee, sophomore

• Excellent benefits

...
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By Dahlj. Nichohlon
'!he Reta11Trade Society's third
annual fashion show, ~ashion F~lio,
continued theelub'straditionofsuecess
at MTV's new dance floor, The
Limelight, New Yark's hottest and
trendiest .night spot on April 3.
'The show featured clothing from
popularretailersincluding: BodyGlove,
Speedo, Ol~ Mexx, Tony Lambert,
Joe Boxer, Hat Attack and LaCrasia
Gloves; designers ineluding: Isaac
Mizralrl, SeventhAvenue'sliggeststar,
Baruch's own George Dean, Carol
Brandford, Zeline Small, and others
from the New Yark-New Jersey area.
It also featured Baruch students as
models..
The show, held on the dub's main
dance floor was jam-packed. The

audience numbered approximately six
hundred, three-quarters .of which
consisted of Baruch students and
faculty members. It was obvious from
the shouts and screams ofthe audience
that they enjoyed the tasteful and
trendy fashions, the models and the

music.

.

The club also wishes to thank the
Baruch .College Alumni· Association,
Dean Ronald Aaron, Day session

You sound depressed, and it seems that everything is being affected by how you
feel. It sounds as though you've been trying to manage what's going on and
-keepingthings in control as best you can. Basedon whatyou've said, itis possible
that one of the main causes of your depression is rooted in your feelings of selfesteem. To feel good about yourself means doing well academieal1y and having
a satisfying Personal and social life. If you feel as though you are constantly
falling short ofyour expectations in these areas it"is easy to become discouraged
and depressed.
~
.
In turn these feelings can make it hard for you to fOCllS on how to resolve the
problems. If you are baYing trouble focusing it wiD also be more diftic:ult to
generate options for yourself about what to do to improve your situation.
Your adivity in the Student Center may be a way oftl"ying to make things
better, but by pouring.yourselfinto • lot of aetivity when you're upset and down
it.is ~r .to avoid what's really going on inside. It is important that you talk
about what you're feeling, and that scmeaneean 1istenandunderstand. Andyour
thoughts about ~de are important to be able totalkaboutand understand too,
buta professional rather than a friend is in a better position to listen. Theimpul.
toaeteanbe hard to resist; and suicide eould .em like a wayori:oping. Simi1er1y,
you may be trying to use
of aetivityin tiD·4ort to -,un everything ~
but thiseaD create the effect ofmaking you feel as thouP you are on a on a roller
eoaster offeeIihP and impulses. Take the·~to think tb~ things through. A·
pmfeMioDalcou.nsel«i8 the bestpel'8Oll toctodUa with. Scriingoutyourpel eonal
i88U88 c:an free up your ability to pay attention to echool and improve your
penonaIlife.
Give youre.elf a break and make time tc. talk with a counselor.

.ota

Student Government, the Student
Center Aa:ounting Unit. The Office of
Student Life, theMarketingclubs, Tony
Harvey, Mica Peart. models and crew,
We inuite you to .end in ~ur- prolJlem. a!Jd quatioJu to the Helpline mailboz .
the Baruch student body and faeulty. .located i1& the offU:e on the fint floor of tIM StrulDat Center. All quadio1Ul tIuJt an
Auditions for ~tail Trade Soc:iet;ys pri~ will be iqt GIIOIl~, though we Uwite you to idDatify yourself, if~
next fashion show will be held in wiBJ&. Since aU queBtiDu caJ'UlOt be 41Ull1Betl at orace. we remind,ou to &&Ie 1M
November.
Coruueli"tf and P9Ch;oUJgUxd _Servica ~ ~ H~ lor a.flistClllCe U1iIA
The writer is presicknt ofRetail Trade.. perao1UJl ~·antl help in ~vi.YfRlr tItXItlemic goal& #)
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By Ka~hryn Garcia
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Fellowship and Chinese
.0.. Christian Fellowsbip, on April'
< 2, celebrated their first annual
Christian Day.
The agenda commenced with
praise and worship, which
consists ofprayer, singing and
reading a Bible passage. The
Bible reading was from Psalm
133:1 which says, "Behold, how
good and how pleasant it is for
brethren to dwell together in
unity!- (KJV). This scripture
reading was read in Chinese
and Korean as well as English.
The guest speaker, Rev.
William Sweeting, a staff
worker of InterVarsity, spoke
on Christian unity.
The presidents ofeach club:
Eileen Tseng, CCF, YoungCho,
KeF andTanyaHuston, IVCF;
were glad that they saw the

:
(:
,
:
'

different Caribbean cuisines.
That evening the West Indian
Cultural Club will hold a
Swimming Competition- to
which
beginners,
intennediates, and experts are
welcomed. To qualify for the
event you need to be able to
swim a minimum of two laps
and be able to tread water.
,
Cultur-al Night
Extravagance will be held on
May 8, in the 23rd st.
Auditorium', to end the week
with reggae dancers, folk
singers) D.J. artists, a calypso
bandand a fashion show which
are among the various forms of
entertainment scheduled for
that evening. To see the show
it will cost $4; tickets will go on
sale May 28. Also, during the
week CaribbeanWeek T-shirts
will be sold for a fee of $10
each.
We strongly recommend
everyone attend the festivities.
It's a week to have fun, be
among friends, meet new
people and a chance to gain
some knowledge on Caribbean
culture.

By Liza Colon
e
The Strength of Many, the
l Direction of One. This year's
< theme reflects how the
~ different Caribbean clubs are
b going about in making
~ Caribbean Week, from May 4:z:
_ 8, the finest.
j
The Caribbean Students
~ Association, Club Caricom,
'>. Indian International Club,
~ Table Tennisclub, West Indian
~ Cultural Club, along with the
help ofthe DaySessionStudent
f 'Government are coming
jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
. . together to host one ofthe three
most awaited cultural weeks
,of the spring semester,
Caribbean Week 1992.
The photographs in the
This year's program includes
April 6 issue of
events that will enlighten
Mari Santana were
students minds, entertain
improperly credited.
them and involve them in fun
They were taken by
activities. Forinstance during
Millie Garcia.
Street Fair, May 7) the Table
Tennis Club will be sponsoring
a Sports Day Competition.
What's your club been up
Hula Hoops) tug of war) and a
to? Let Kathy know.
limbo contest are some of the
Write to
activities scheduled. The
Ticker Perspectives
Caribbean
Students
137 E. 22 Street
Association will also be having
New York, NY 10010
their Food Festival featuring

!

Correction

need and desire to initiate the
Christian community on
campus to come together at
least once during the school
year to share in the
commonality that they feel we
all possess, the Lordship of
Jesus Christ.

~

23

"Ill: . . . . .
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Charles Wiesenheart, Allied Baruch Community

Angelo Gougoussis, Independent

Simon lIerelle, United Students for Action

Q: What was your favorite toy as a kid?
C.W.: Legos

Q: What was your favorite toy as a kid?
AG.: Tonka trucks

Q: What was your favorite toy as a kid?
S.H.: Legos

Q: What sport do you play best?
C.W.: Handball

Q: What sport do you play best?
AG.: Volleyball

Q: What sport do you play best?
S.H.: Cricket

Q: What's your favorite TV show?
C.W.: Don't watch TV

Q: What's your favorite TV show?
AG.: The news

Q: What's your favorite TV show?
S.H.: Soul Train'

~

$2500 NOW AVAILABLE!!!

WE HAVE $2500 IN SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY WAITING FOR YOU
"

EXTRA 150/0 DISCOUNT
FOR BARUCH STUDENTS

REGARDLESS OF YOUR GPA

You only have one chance ~ or a
first impression. Make it the right one.
Bancroft has the correct traditional clothes
you need for your interviews. And
to help you on this all-important
first step, well give you a 15%
discount on all your purchases.
~G

OR
ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME.

THS AD TO ANY BANCROFT STORE

-BANCROFT---363 Madison Avenue (corner 45th St.)

1250 Ave, of Americas (bet 49-SOth StS)

575 Lexington Avenue (at 51st St.)

54 W 50th St (Rockefeller Center)

477 ~ison Avenue (at 51st St.)

45 W 48th St (Rockefeller Center)

AMERICAN EXPRESS and other major credi. cards HONORED

TO CLAIM YOUR SCHOLARSHIP
JUST CALL:

Q: Where do you go for a good time?
C.W.: To play pool
-

Q: Where do you go for a good time?
AG.: To- a cafe' -

Q: Where do you go for a good time?
S.H.: The Shark Bar

adds Partnow.
Glen Hosking, Ad Society's
- president, Tom Marting, Ad
Society's treasurer, Partnow,
Anthony Dacunto and Rich
Zapata were assigned the
presentation ofthe club's work
at the convention in
Pennsylvania.
Also in
attendance was the club's
advisor, Tom Quinlan,
advertising professor in the
. Marketing Department.
If
they win the competition, they'
willreceivefundingfortheclub
from Visa.
-rhis is a great opportunity
for marketing and advertising
majors. - We need as many
creative people as possible;
people who can do a good art
work and photography: said
Hosking.
"We have a' lot of fun while
working," comments Dacunto.

This article was written before
the announcement of the
ioinners ofthe competition.

THE UNITED SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
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To celebrate Asian History Month,
the Baruch College Library has
mounted an exhibit entitled,
"Asia During the 'Age ofExploration'"
on the 7th floor of the' Jibrary.
Examples of art, architecture and
sculpture from China, India, Korea,
Japan, Thailand and Tibet are
highfighted as examples of the rich
cultural traditions of Asia from
the15th to the 17th century.

Photographers Wanted
We'll supply the film and paper
You Supply the camera and talent
Contact ZelphiaPhillips

212 - 330 - 7679
~

Q: What is your favorite cartoon character/show?
S.H.: Top Cat

By Hillary Yoo
on college markets: what
The Advertising Society affects them) their purchasing
.entered-a d:·istJ~.....(()1ll1)leti1;ior~ power,
deeisio-n,-- - and
held
in
Harrisburg, , demographics. They had to
Pennsylvania during the week come up with a creative work
to solve problems and
of April 20.
The Ad Society, which is a opportunities also provide
collegiate, chapter of the media and sales promotions.
American
Advertising They did surveys, interviews
Federation, has done an and different sources of
immense amount of work to individual perception scales,
represent Baruch College in the same way that an
the competition. There are advertising agency would.
"'!he students involved in the
fifteen districts and each
district has an average of ten Advertising Society devote
schools that enter the numerous hours to compete in
competition. Each year the the competition," remarks
AAF, together witha corporate . Michael Partnow, secretary of
sponsor, proposes a real life Ad Society. "Those students
situation and an assignment sacrifice their social life but
to each school in the districts. even more, the students
This year's assigmnent was to sacrifice their grades out of
their love ofadvertising. Most
promote Visa.
In order to promote Visa, the schools give actual credits for
members ofthe Ad Societyhad competitionwhile Baruchgives
to start. with background no creditsandlittlerecognition.
research on the credit card I feel that such devotion and
company and credit card sacrifice by the club members
Industry, They did research deserve much recognition,"

(GRAD/ UNDERGRAP)

( WHICH NEVER HAS TO BE PAID BACK)

Q: What is your favorite cartoon character/show?
AG.: Bobby's World

Ad Society Goes For The Win

J·F YOU ARE ACURR,ENTLY -ENROLLED -STUDENT-

,

Q: What is your favorite cartoon character/show?
C.W.: Heathcliff
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DEF LEPPARD

CD

Q.

Should Change
Their Spots
. AclreDs)jze
DefLeppard
Mercury Records
Produced by Def Leppard and
Mike Shipley
Rating:C.
By Lenny Vigliotti

the album you'll feel cheated
in more ways than one. The
first reason is obvious, the "d
album stinks! The second go
reason is that there are only 10
unworthy songs on the album' 1'as--a-result offi"Je years worth ~
of work. Though this may be a .;,
.
blessing in disguise.
.'
Well, it's finally here. What's - The death of guitarist Stav. ~_:;;"
that you say? Oh, I'm sorry I Clarke, a man who just'S.
fo~got to ~ll you. Well, hear
happened to be aroun~ these'';
this! The new Def Leppard guys 'for 12 years IS not f
album has finally reached re~emberedono~etrack.This :;, DEF LEPPERD Is (L !DR) RIck Allen, Joe EUIot,PhIICollen. RIck Savage
record storesaround the world. nnght .seem ludicrous to you.
. ' .
Big deal!
but it is a fact. In fact, ever
The voeale of Elliotta:re at you wasted seven minutes of
Aclrenalize can be best song on this album lacks one . best tolerable. He' does very your life listening to it.
summed up in one word and ounceoffeelingandlorremorse. little in the way of innovation
"Personal Property"isasong
the word is "corporate." This coming from a group who andnoneofhisvocal workisa aboutowningawoman. Check
"Corporate" usually evokes has had their share of stretch for him. This is out these words:
feelings ofboredom, stale, dry, tragedies. What's going on probably because DefLeppard "Finders Keepers,
and low impact emotion. here?
music does not allow him to do Losers Weep, She's Mine."
AclreDs1ize will not give you
The most insightful lyric anything drastic. But the real These are actual lyrics lifted
any energy, it is just passage (notl) comes from one question is whether Elliott is from the song. Need I say
·corporate!"---of -tbebetter songs on the actually a singeror just a high more?
The Leps, Joe Elliott on album, "Heaven Is."
paid narrator. He really does
"Have You Ever Needed
vocals or the "voice" as he is
not "sing" at all. If you don't Someone So Bad" will
calledon the album sleeve, Rick "Don't Call Me Gigolo,
believe me, then just listen to definitely make hit radio
Savage or "Sav" as heis called,
Don't Call me Casanova,
"Stand Up."
stations across the globe but
on bass, Phil Collen on guitar, Just Call me on the telephone,
The best song on the album the theme. ofthe song and lack
and Rick Allen on drums, have and baby come right over"
is "Tonight,"butunfortunately, oftheme ofthe album is played
produced a totally produced
it is riddled with over- out by this point.
and lifeless follow-up to their
The lyrics seem as ifthey were production and gets dull
The songs, "I Wanna Touch
multi platinum predecessors, written by a puberty stricken towards its conclusion.
U" and ·Can't Let You Go,"
Hysteria and Pyromania.
1-3-year-old boys, not 30
"White Lightning- is mightmakeyoufeellike.you're
Why is this album so bad'? something millionaires. Allof unnecessarily too long. Seven sitting in a dentistschair under
Let's look at the obvious. First, the records lyrics are sexually plus minutes of any song will the influence of laughing gas.
there are only 10, and you can them ed, which of course is not justaboutmakeyoupuke,even Why you ask? Well the songs
count 'em, 10 songs on the a problem, that is if the lyricss if it is a great song. "White will absolutely leave you with
album. Ten songs!! Ten songs' are written by adults. Thereis Lightning" however is not a nofeelinginyourbody. Infect,
in five whole years? Come on not one songon the album with great song and -I had my fill you'll probably not be able to
guys, gives us a break! Could any real lyrical depth. This to after four minutes.
recognize them an hour after
you 'spareus ~'rew more1
a "lyric lover is a major "WbiteLightni~wiUleave'··you-hear-tbem.· ... --..
Ifyou end up actually buying drawback~" - -you' flat and wondering why
The album concludes with"

i
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IIIrcury'RIcords

-rear It Down," but literally
too little too late.

The only really nice thing
the album has going for it, is
drummer Rick Allen. Once
again, Allen has proved to be a
verycapabledrummerwithone
arm. Itisbisplayingonly~that
keeps the album from
methodically boring you to
death.

P

,- 1989
U.J-. Jive
The Kinks
Produced by Ray and Dave
Davies
MeA Re .ords
GRADE: A

.,p"

•

By: Lenny Vigliotti
1989 marked the 25th year
of making records for one of
the last original British
Invasion survivors, (other than
the Rolling (ugh!) Stones) The
Kinks. To celebrate the
occasion, The Kinks released
arguably, their best album of
the 80's- UK Jive. Arguably
because the groups 80's
releases included Give The
People What They Wantand
State of Confusion.
U.K. Jive barely made it to
the Billboard Top 100 albums,
and spawned only one U.S.
single release, "How Do I Get
Close," Success however, is
something that has seemed to
evade and shine on the Kinks
at times throughout their
history.
In 1964, the Kinks, led by
brothers Ray and Dave Davies,
had three Top 10 hits and two
platinUJh... sing1es with -You
Really C-ot Me: and -All Day
and All Night." In fact, from
1964 to 1967~ the Kinks had a
string of bits Iike, -rired of
Waiting~" ·SunnyAfternoon,-A Well Resp 4-.ed Man,1II -set
Me Free" a J "Dedieated
F~~~~~~~
..
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~
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followed their early success. w
. as five years of bad business
decisions, a revolving door of
recordcompanies and zero hits.
Though times were lean for
the band, the recordings were
fat and rich in crafty writing
and unpredictable music. The
Kinks were ahead oftheirtime.
Thoughitwasn't until theearly
70's that the Kinks had another
U.S. hit, and this was' the
classic -WI a,"
The Kinks were a band ahead
oftheir time. They put out the
first "concept" album, The
Village Green Preservation
Society and rock opera
Arthur, months before The
Who popularized the forms
with TOlDDly.
The Kinks enjoyed a string
offive Gold albums in the U.S.
from 1977 thru 1984. During
this time, the band played to
sold out arenas allover ·the
country, with old Kinkophiles
(as their fans are called) to new
Kinkophiles in attendance.
This
was
the
most
commercially successful period
in their history. This era
spawned rock radio hits like
"Destroyer," -00 It Again:
"Come Dancing," "Low
Budget, 1II
"Rock-n-Ro ll
Fantasy,""Father Christmas,"
·Juke Box Music,. and
·Superman.Wen, now back to 1989!
U.K. Jiveocontains all ofthe
elements that made The Kinks
sogreatforsolong. Ray Davies,
lead singer~ second guitar, and
writer extraordinaire, penned
an album with gritty, working
classprosewhichcombinedthe

always perfect and catchy
Kinks guitar sound of brother
Dave.
Ray and Dave are the only
two members left from the
bands beginnings. The last to
leave was drummer Mick
Avory in 1986.
Songs like "Aggravation,"
"Now and Then," "Loony
Balloon" and"Entertainment,"
sound as ifthey were recorded
in the days ofthe groups early
untamed beginnings, while
mixed in with Davies artsy
inflections and selfrevelations.
U.K. Jive was not backed by
a tour and this might be one of
the reasons why the album was
not very successful. But fear
not fans, because these days,
U.K. Jive can be found in the
compact disc cut-out boxes at
yourlocal record store and look
for another.Kinks album later
this year, which will be backed
by a tour this time around. Do
not miss them!

A'HAPPY

FELLA
YOU'LL
BE
By SeottFalk
Happiness is... a ticket to
"The Most Happy Fella.· The
revival of Frank Loesser's
musical is playing to some of
New York's most happy
audiences eight times a week
at the Booth Theater (222 W.
45 St.)
The "fella- ofthe tittle is Tony

played by Spiro MaIas and for
much ofthe showheisanything
but happy.
"The Most Happy Fella" is
both a musical comedy and
tragedy. The comedy-provided
by Cleo (Liz Larsen), Hennan
(Scott Waara) and a trio of
Italian chefs is abundant, but
it is the tragic nature that
makes the show so special.
Sophie Hayden plays a
waitressin 1927 San Francisco
who never notices customer's
face, but notices the amethyst
tie pin and love letter left for
her by one Antonio. Esposito.
The letter, scrawledon the back
ofa menu, is addressed to "my
dear Rosabella - I call you
Rosabella because I do not
know you name, and I too a'
scared to ask you." Tony leaves
his address (a Napa Valley
vineyard), and soon he and
"Rosabella" are corresponding
regularly.
We meet Tony for the first
time in Scene II. He is a short,
fat, balding, middle-aged man.
Rosabella has sent him her
picture and asked for his in
return. Tony is happy to
comply that is until his odious
sister, Marie, reminds him,
"You ain't young, you ain't.
smart,andyouain'thandsame,'
neither," In a moment of
desperation, Tony sends his
fiancee a picture ofJoe (Charles
Pistone), his young and
handsome foreman. And thus
the tragedy begins.
Tony's deception is the
driving force for the rest of.Act
I, and its repercussions are felt
untilthefinal curtain, AsTony

discovers the consequences of
his foolish action, Rosabella,
now Tony's wife, discovers the
consequences of her foolish
reaction.
Mixed in with these sad and
touching moments
are
generous servings of comedy.
Cleo, a transplanted Texan, is
a waitress with Rosabella.
Herman, also a Texan, works
at Tony's vineyard; his
philosophy is summed up in
the song "I Like Everybody."
When these two meet -and
recognize each other's drawl they reminisce about "Big D"
(Cl}ittle a - double l-a-s.) Herman
and Cleo provide the audience
wi th lots oflaughsand another
couple to root for, to boot.
Even funnier, though, are the.
tbree chefs (led by Mark Lolito
as Pasquale). From their first' .
appearance
with
"Abbondanza" to
their
rendition
of
Puccini's
"Turandot" before Act III, the
bestcomicmoments are theirs.
You don't have to know Italian
to appreciate their shtick and .
Lord knows they don't know
much English!
What is unique about this
production, .however, is its
replacement of the usual pit
orchestrawith two pianos. The
two-piano arrangement has
been the subject of some
controversy: Some have
praised the neworehestraticn,
while othershave criticized the
high ticket prices ($60 for most
seats) in light of the reduced
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Underground Rockers Emerge
GUTTERBOY
Mercury Records
Produced by Gutterboy
Grade:B+
By Lenny Vigliotti

Out of the underground rock
scene via Astoria Queens,
comesGutterboyand their selftitled debut album that will
supply you with a refreshing

interlude from the world of Mullberry Street- captures
modern hit and classic rock dreams in under four minutes.
radio.
Gutterboyare Dito on vocals -And of sitting back on some
and guitar, Barb Morrison on lonesomecurb'Christya'know
the saxaphone, Danny we couldn't of got much closer
Hulsizer on gui tar, Johnny to the ground then we already
Koncz on bass and Eric were"
Hulsizer on drums.
The album opens up with a Are lyrics from "Bus Stations
send up to Lou Reed's classie and Train Yards: that sound
-wild Side" transformed into greatwith theiracousticguitar
an upbeat pop song called companion. Lead singer Ditto,
"She~s Gone." The song has a
capturesavagBbondspiritwith
classic Smith's feel to it and this tune and it is one of the
moves at such a rapid pace, albums hot spots.
*Far Away," will remind you
you'll miss it when-it's over.
All ofthe songs on the album of a' Replacements song and
are high spirited and the mix "Let's Get Lost, "is a plea to a
of acoustic and electric guitars ~rl from a' gu! to just skip
with the saxaphone will town together. -Don't Cry For
provide any listl!ner with Me Now: and -Just One of
inspiration to just. hang out . Those Nights, ~ are perfeet
and listen.'
summer anthems.
Where will you find
~very Other Night" is a
Springsteen influenced song Gutterboy on your radio?
and "Is It True: captures the Probably on modem rock·
. youthful exuberance ofayoung stations but .they have much.
couple contemplating whether pop radio iJ.ppeal and deserve
to be played out as much"as
they are going to last or not.
Paula Abdul or Hammer.
Gu~boymanages to create
Overall, Gutterboy's debut is
a "lovesong' with -EveryOther
Night" without using the word packed with songs that will
.. love in any of the lyrics.
. remindyouoftheS:'1Jnmerdays
CKiss" Me" is a song of your youth. A peekap of
. remiJJi~oftl1& Psy~hedelic: songs~Jibat.8I"e wall,wor.th.the .'
. f
Furs and -A Rainy Day on trip.

Rlclr"AIIen---- - - - .- .. . .-
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HAPPY
(Continued from page 26)

orchestra. The two pianos are '
sufficient for the tiny Booth
Theater (approximately 800
seats), but I must agree that
the prices are rather steep.
The performances are
excellent, particularly Spiro
Malas, Sophie Hayden, and
Scott Waara. The set design is
also lovely, most notablyin the
arbor scene in.Ad II. Hurry to
the Booth Theater~wherethe
most happy fena you'll be!
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Keeping in step with the three quality tracks in it's ...
pop up among the varying
phrases that are recited in crowd moving attitude comes listing that I would listen to
quick procession. This style the sixth cut on the album, repeatedly withouthesitation.
takes some getting Used to in ~ast CoaSt.- '11rls track is When that criteria was put in
order to follow it but you can basically a ego rap boasting effect for Dead Serious the
usually accomplish this two about the prowess ofDAS EFX result suggests that you buy
lines at a time because that is and the artistsofthe East coast two ofthis album since out ofa
. about how long they take to in general. Several samples total often Sleleetionseightcuts
from various East coast Hip- (more than twice the required
convey each idea.
The album starts off with an Hop artists are run on top ofa amount) would get heavy
appropriate introduction tothe bass bottom heavy track" rotation on the B-SIDE
DAS EFX system of freestyle supplementedby dog barksand turntables. DAS EFX is
rapping. "Mic Cheeka" begins a steady snare and hi-hat definitely not a onehit wonder,
to show the listener what the pattern. The one combination their. whole album moves.
group is all about, hard beats that really brings this track Beginning with the first bump
and hardcore lyric flow. When out is the three note bass line and following tllrough to the
I say hardcore lyric flow I am in sync with a sample ofthe old end of the lyrical flow Dead
not talkingaboutexplicitlyrics. favorite track "UFO" which is Serious is nojoke. DAS EFX
I am referring to a particular slowly working it's way back pulls no punches, takes no
long honored tradition of style of rhyme delivery that is into the hearts of samplers all prisoners and will knock a lot
appreciating quality Hip-Hop more identified with the style around. Simply put this track ofother rappers out ofthe box.
music. Itis notoften nowadays ofthe true to the streets brand slams and it is just the tip of This will definitely be.a.part of
that I come across new groups of Hip-Hop in comparison to the DAS EFX iceberg.
this spring's jeep beat playlist
that can elicit this kind of softened, commercial styles
In order for me to classify an head to your local pumpin'
response. The music consists that rappers like Hammer album as being purchase sound system gathering area
of a funky, dark three note display. One will find no worthy it must have at least for more details.
bassline with organ and guitar commercialized garbage here
accompaniment that sets the and "Mic Checka" dears the
pace for a variety of sound way allowing you to check the
effects from explosions to flavor of the what is in store.
haunting 19"50's spacemen The track gives the-feeling of
laser gun sounds to work their beingat the neighborhood park
way throughout the track. A back in the old days when that
slowflowing drum track rounds was the only place where one
out the cut making use of a could go to hear live Hip-Hop
sparse sub-woofer kick, hi-hat Music. Basic drum breaks were
cymbal and a very tight sharp the foundation laid down for
snapping snare drum in a the variety of freestyle raps
manner that has the ability to that were U> take place and
soothe the desire to display getting the crowd involved was :...
overt
emotions
while the rule nottbe exception. "Mic ;g~;
encouraging one to grit if so Checka" is the perfect example 8- .:'
inclined. When it comes to of what one would be likely to ~
lyrics this group has a style hear under these eonditions, 'go.
a"
somewhere in between A Tribe The cut manages to get you':';.
Called Quest and Porky Pig. involved even ifthe only crowd 8
On this particular song around is trying to find out ~
everything from nursery what you are listening to on ;.
B~';, ::::. '
your
headphones
that
has
you
DAS
EFX
have
IyIk:s
ID
these
guys
ATille
called
Quest,
rhymes to famous cartoon
characters dialogue is liable to jumping like that.

million dollars domestically.

Ticker
Arts
Presents

••••
The youngest ever Oscar
nominated director, John
Singleton, has begun work on
his next film, "Poetic Justice;"
The film will star Miss nasty
girl herself, Janet Jackson,
"Wild Thing's" Tone-Loc, and
Tupac Shakur.

Dead Serious
What do they want? -riley
want EFX,- DAS EFX to be
exact. DAS EFX is one of the
latest Hip-Hop groups
sweeping the Hip-Hop scene
making record store shelves
bare. Dead Serious is the
name oftheir debut album and
also the overall attitude ofthis
Eastwest Records America
release. Creation of this
serious funk based album can
partly be attributed to the
executive producers EPMD for
GMC Productions and it is
musically in line with what we
have corne to expect from these
gentlemen. Don't buy the
album expecting to hear the
slow flow style that made
EPMD famous. DAS EFX
startsoffshooting fast and only
occasionally stutters long
enough to load up the
automatic lyric pistols before
rapidly letting loose on the
crowd once again. Upon
hearing the first single, "They
Want EFX," I immediately
started to bobb my headin the

~.w.~.,
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Folk Singer Of The 90'S?

(awwl).

Review of Jeffrey Gaines Debut
Jeffrey Gaines
Chrysalis Records
Produced
by:
Richard
Gottehrer & Jeffrey Lesser
RATING: A
By Danny Gesslein

When you first read the lyrics
on Jeffrey Gaines' new album,
what will you think of? How
about having a wine and cheese
party while discussing some
morbid poetry? or should
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and back again." For those
who think they are relating,
thisisnotasongaboutdrinking

t
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Gaines be in the next volurne
of "Freedom Rock?" Well if
questions like these are leaving
an indelible imprint on your
mind then fear not! Ifyou listen
to Gaines you will come away
with a different impression
entirely.
Gaines is able to bring across
his feelings without sounding
like the ever-original (yeah
right!) and ever-balding
Michael Bolton. However,
while Gaines is looking for
truth, Bolton will be looking
for his toupee glue.
His lyrics, for the ignorant,
appear to be the kind of slow
morbid and completely
irrelevant10 nd. This is not the
case. Gaines is not the wine
and cheese party kind of guy.
Hialyrics aredeep andyet they
are relevant and insightful.
The proof or this is evident in
the albums first track, which
is currently gaining air-play
on WORE, "Hero in Me."
"Hero in Me," is the Story of
those who lived their lives in a
stable, safe way. Those who
never let themselves succumb
to the wonders of life. The
planners, the followers and the
boring are those that Gaines is
singing about (obviously not
Baruch students on a Friday
night). The need to feel free is
what he is trying to show:
"And I speak like someone
who's been to the highest peak

Some of Gaines' other songs
on the disc are "Scares Me
More,""A Dark Love Song"and
"Choices," These songs reflect
Gaines'incrediblesongwriting
ability. His voice and the words
mesmerize thelistener andyou
believe what he is saying. Of
course this can.cause problems.
Giving Home Pregnancy Tests
as a gift will be the norm if
"Didn't Wanna Be Daddy" is
played on the radio.
What makes Gaines such a
great talent?Well I'm gladyou
asked that. Firstofall the man
is a 90'sfolk singer(mintman).
I know that you are
immediately turned of by this
but just listen, or read on;
whatever the case may be.
Give the man an acoustic
gui tar and your time and he
will be able entertain you like
no performer can. Gaines is a
natural for MTV's"Unplugged"
program. He lets the words
tell the story; not fancy dance
steps. He appears to actually
sit down and write his songs,
rather than just rhyming
anything that comes to mind.
Gaines' music is soft; yet
powerful. He uses strings and
acoustic guitars but he still
manages to sound modem day
and intriguing. "Hero in Meand "Didn't Wanna Be DaddY'
(guys run for the pharmacy),
are lively enough to make it on
the radio. "Love Disappearswill make it among the sad
depressed andlonely. Another
words, Michael Bolton's fans,

Jeffrey Gaines is one of those
true rare gems that seems to be
trying to take the industry out
of the music industry. He is
independentandfree-willed. To
him music is a way to express
feelings.
If that is too
revolutionary for some people
well then I am sorry. So pass
the wine and cheese and put on
a copy of Jeffrey Gaines in the
CD player. It's mint man!
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CRUISE JOBS
Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn
$~OOO+ per month working on
cruise ships. Holiday, Summer
and Full-time employment available. For Employment Program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. C 454
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••••
There are some old and new
casting teams ready for work
this spring around Hollywood.
Corey Feldman and Corey
Haim will team up again in
"Blown Away." Don Johnson
and Melanie Griffith reunite
in "Born Yesterday," and
together for the first time,
Richard Gere and Jodie Foster
co-star in "Sommersby."

I

~~1

••••
REEL TO REE.L: What's
news in HoUywood?
One-hundred million dollars
at the box office. No way! Way!
For Wayne and Garth, the
money keeps rolling in.
Dropping to seventh overall
last week, -Wayne's Worldhas still managed to break the
triple digit box office barrier.
Theyhavealsohelpedtopl'Opel
Queens'GCJ30hemianRhapsody"
up into the fifth slot on the
Billboard Pop chart, higher
then ies original release in
1975. Congratulations dudes,
Party on, excellent!

••••
Jim Grisham, a one time
attorney turned full time
author, has declined to write
the first draft screenplayofhis
current novel "The Pelican
Brief: ofwhich which Pakula
Productions owns the film
rights. Grisham's first novel,
etrhe Firm- was a best-seller
last year, and will be released
as a feature film iii 1993.
Long time Coen Brothers
cinematographer
Barry
Sonnenfeld will direct his
second feature film, "The
Concierge," for Universal
Pictures. It is about a small
time concierge operating in a
big time hotel, and stars
Michael J. Fox and Gabrielle
Anwar. Sonnenfeld's first
directingeffort was Paramount
Pictures "'IbeAddams Family,"
which grossed around $113

It seems that Adrian Lyne
is' again slated to direct
ParamountPictures'"Indecent
Proposal," After squabbles
with management about a
rushed post production period
to fill an empty release slot at
Christmas time, Lyne has once
agreed to direct, and Demi
Moore will star.
••••
Since the box office success
of "Dances With Wolves,"
Hollywood has apparently
softened it's position on
American Indian films.
"Thunderheart," starring Val
Kilmer~ is currentlyin release,
and is a ijctional story based
loosely on the Leonard Peltier
incident which uncovered
corrupt
Government
oppression of the Indian
People.
Also to be released in May is
"Incident at Oglala," a
documentary by Michael"
Apted, which follows ~he
relentless prosecution of
Peltier, who.many feel was
wronglyeoDVlcted of-murder:' .
Oliver Stone, HollywOOd's
"righteous crusader," plans to
make a full length feature-of
the Peltier story as well, all in
an attempt to free him from
prison.
On a similar note, the West,
everyone's favorite gunslinger
Clint Eastwood is back in "The
Unforgiven,"in which he stars,
directs, and produces. Clint
plays a former outlaw who
promises his wife to change

Easiwood shown ... with Jeff Fahey In 'Wh"- Hun~'Bi8ck Heart
-returns to tile big screen In -nt. Unforgl~.-

Qint

forever, even in her death, but
finds that his past. life is
unforgiven. Gene Hackman,
Morgan Freeman, and Richard
Harris are along for the ride,
••••
Finally, "Basic Instinct"has
caused such attention in the
U.S. that it will open the
Cannes Film Festival next
month, in it's original NC-17
rated form. Other American
entries are "Far and Away,Tom Cruise'slatest about turn
late 19th centuryimmigration,
Robert Altman's highly
acclaimed -rhe Player," and
David Lynch's --rwin Peaks:
Fire Walk With Me.- The
festival will ron from May 7 to
May 18 in Paris.

Actor(John Turturro), Best
Director(Joel Oeen) and Best
Picture(Barton Fink).
Although Joel is credited as
director on alloftheirfour films
and Ethan as producer, the
two have always shared
screenplay credit and are not
truly bound to their titles.
Often when one is not on the
set, the other directs camera
anglesandactors.The creative
process is interdependent, and
as the old adage goes and two
heads are better than one.
While growing up in a
suburban
section
of
MinneapOlis, the' Coen's often
remade their favorite films
with an old Super 8 camera.
From there they separated,
Joel attended NYU film school

the idea came from their own
writer's' block while working
on -Miller's Crossing.'lbe Coen brothers are not
common men, nor do they
appeal to the common man.
Perhaps their best film is
"Miller's Crossing,- a highly
stylized take-off of the old
gangster genre. The film
manages to create still new
ways to film thugs and also
conveys their writing skin~ as
a
multitude
of plot
entanglements iron out neatly
at the end of the film. Their
technical skills are also
showcased as they created
some very memorable images.
Even the harshest of critics
must admire the emoticnally
charged scene when Bernie

andEthanstudi~dPhilO8Ophy Bembaum (played by John

..

at Princeton. The tworeunited

Turturro), pleads for his life in
r.x,..",.'~.'OO'~ inManha~~eyearslater the denSe woods of Miller's
~~~. - ~ .,- ·-andbegan WfitingSCleenplays" '-Cnsai ng. -- -- --- - , - -. -.. --~ .'
. For two men who refused to
at night and on weekends.
~ik
During this time, Joel edited chase Hollywood, or sacrifice
I.
low budget films and Ethan their artistic ideals for huge
money at the box office,
worked odd jobs.
Their first feature film, Hollywood [s now at their
r.
"Blood Simple," was written in doorstep. Jessica Lange has
1980, financed and filmed in repeatedly predicted that
C_
1981, edited in 1982, shopped sooner or later the Coen
aroundin 1983and then finally brothers will revolutionize
releasedin 1984 by Cirdefilms. filmmaking, perhaps with a
Here's the scene, Charlie Along that tiresome path they film--as-az-tistically .perfect as
"Citizen Kane.- They have
Meadows hollers at Barton never lost their confidence.
Fink as fire engulfs the Hotel
At one point, while being come along wayfrom the Super
I Earle. For the first time in his
politely rejected by a studio 8 cameras ofMinneapolis, but
.!! life Barton is forced to listen to
executive, Ethan told the man stillthey take the subways and
~ the common man, the very on the way out ofbis office, "If look more like the nerds next
:c:! species he claims to capture in there is anything you want to door'
than
Hollywood
~~ his writing. Certainly these knowabout the movie business, filmmakers. The same nerds
j ~ filmmakers, the Coen brothers,
call me.- The man laughed we all called geniuses as little
j.§' are not eommenmen, and they uproariously.
boys that always grew up to
!j are veryhard tolisten to, never
Eight years later the Coen's become just that.
j e, mind understand.
are laughing and inviting
i
In seven years and four everyone to join them. Even
j highly creative, off-beat films,
their darkest scenes are
~ Joel and Ethan Coen have
speekledwithhum«,andtheir
carved themselves a nice little humorous scenes are slightJy
niche in the film industry as dark.
the newpost-modemists. They
Often charged as putting
combine a unique blend ofold style ahead of substanee, the
and new, borrowingfrom styles Coen's have developed a ,c:ult
past and recreating them in following, not a box office
their own styles oCthe future. reputation. Only
Often regarded as weird, Arizona,- a wild.
with
emotionally sterile, and even Nicholas CQg8, Holly Jiunter,·
dark, the Coen brothers are and John Goodman has done
indeed anything but common. well at the box oftice•.
-ntey are the Hardy Boys
As most view~rs sat
from hell," as Pete Travers of frustrated throuSh ~arton ."
RollingStone calls them.When Fink,- true Co8n fans adm~ .
they are together the two their deft skill of.making tb8 _.
provokeimagesofatwoheaded brain dig for the ~ : «
dragon,steppingoneachotbers their characters, 'Dot jUst -Ii.'
toes and finishing each others simply dropping it'. in their ,Of
sentences.Itwasalmostayear viewers lap. Even more
ago that these «Jiardy Boys- frustrating is that both Joel.
completed the first ever hat now 36, and Ethan,. '33, say
trick in the 44 year history of only the following about
eannesi~wiJ1ning'for Best
"Barton Fink,"
this is that
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Filmmaker's
I nd
Joe a
Ethan oen
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APRIL 27-- MAY 1
THE TIME IS HERE AGIAN
COME CELEBRATE WITH US OF OUR RICH AND DIVER~E CULTUR'ES

-TUESDAY 4128
12:30~3PM
12:30 - 3:00PM
TALKSHOW·
Opening
Rm.111 - St.
Ceremony
ARTS &. CRAFTS
BASKETBALL
WORKSHOPS . COMPETITON
Calligraphy Writing - 6FI. Gymnasium Water painting
23 St.
Alley Lounge 22 St.- WEDNESDA Y 4/29
4:00 - 7:00PM
,12:3Jl~3:DllE?M. . ,FA_GULIYLSrUDENT .. _.. ,
MOVIE
DINNER
4:00 - 6:00PM'
Alley Lounge Oak Lounge VOLLEYBALL
22 St.
22 St.
.' COMPETITION
6FI. Gymnasium - BASKETBALL COMPETITION
7:10PM
(final)
.
23 St.
6FI. Gymnasium THE EVENING SHOW - 23 St.
Culture &Fashion
Auditorium 23 St.
MONDAY4127

The Wlnnersof the Club Competition: Photo by Maribel Olivieri'
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Asian's Students, Assoc·iation,D.S~S.G.,- Baruch 'C9l1ege FundOffice of Student Development, Chisese OultureOlub, FilipinoAmerican Club,
Hong Kong Students Asso., Club India, Photography Club,
United Malaysian Students Assoc., Vietnamese Students Assoc., Korean Stu- .
dents Assoc., Taiwanese Students Assoc.', 'Martial Arts Club,
Chinese Students Assoc., Badminton Club, Korean Christian Club
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Tennis Team"Bounces . 'Baseball Stats
A.
•
Back FroID 0-3 Start ~1 r
.

.

'

. ~

April21.1;n

B
1

1

thing,- says coach Cheng on
winning the teams first two
conference matches.
Baruch Beat Hunter 6
matches to 3. CWe were 80
muchbe~rthenJlunter,-says

Cheng. One of the wins that
Hunter received was a result
of Baruch defaulting in one of
the matches.
~ch's third win cameby
beating York 7-2. The team
won fairly easily. One of the
regular players was not at the
game. If he had been there
Baruch would have swept the
match.
Following the Spring Break
the team. will face the College
of Staten Island on April 27,
John Jay on the 29th and

CCNY on May 11. The team
will finish its regular season
matches against their CUNY
conference rivals when they
face Lehman college on May 6.
'The CUNY championships
open on Friday May 8th on
finish up on the 9th.
Coach Cheng has very
positive feelings tOward the
teams future matches. "If
everyone continues to do well
we will be fine." he says.
Baruch looks to continue to
improve. Since Cheng became
the head Coachthe team is been
making
nothing
but
improvements. Lastyearcame
in second place in the CUNY
championships. Thisyear they
have a chance to take it all.
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o
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o
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o
o
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By David A. Amir
-We'redoingverywell.- That
is what coach David Chenghas
to say about the Baruch Men's
Tennis team.
Baruch opened its season
with three consecutive losses.
The losses came against Stony
Brook, Cooper Union and Pratt.
Coach Cheng referred to these
matches as, ·warm up
matches,"
Baruch warmed up real fast
as they went on to win there
next three matches. '
The wins came against
Jersey City State, Hunter and
York. The Hunter and York
wins are very important wins
because they are in the CUNY
conference. -ntafs the main
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Shown In the picture above are the playenfrom th.1991 tennis team at the Sports award Ceremony. Top"Row,
from left to right, HegaI Yedld, Dr. DavId Cheng (Coach), Mark EspIritu, Joseph Shlau, Vincent Lepoutre.
Parshad Parekh, RaI Angeles and Jeff Wang ... 1I8t8Ci.
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By David A. Amir
After finishing the season
with a 9-9 record the Baruch
Men's Volleyball team headed
to the play-offs. The~mwent
through a season of tough
losses and that continued in
the play-offs.
After losing two games to
Lehman in the regular season,
Baruch opened the play-offs
facing Lehman college.
Unfortunately Baruch lost 3
game s to 2.
Following the loss to Lehman
Baruch faced ofagainst CCNY
and won. The win gave the
Statesman a third place finish
in the tournament.
~e played hard against
Lehman, - says Coach Stanley
BarOOt. Barbot said he was
disappointed about the loss to
Lehman because he felt Baruch
could have beaten ·them. One
of the major reasons for the
1088 was the fact that Baruch
was missing some players.
Another problem was that.
BaruchgottohlowstBrt. They
fought back but fell just short.
However, coach Barbot is
looking forward to next year.
He is pl~ng to do things a
little differently in order to
return to .the team he had in
i991 when they won 70% of
their matches.
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All winter long I ragged on
the boys in the Bronxand much
to my surprise and delight,
they're playing quite well.
Therefor, there is only on thing
to do... let's talk about the stiffs
from Queens.
Riddle of the week: What arethe 4 things. that Sid
Fernandez will never see?
1) A winning season
2) A complete game
3) His ERA lower than his
weight
'4) His toes
Oh what a surprise, Sid
Fernandez is having knee
problems. Do you think that
having two tons jumping up
and down on you every five.
days has anything to do with
it? I'm so tired ofhearingabout
how much talent El Gigante
has. 'nte bottom line is Sid
gets paid a lot of money and
has never been a winner. The
only reason he gets most
opposing batters to hit the ball
into the air, is because he can't
bend down to field the ball
himself.
Did the Mets make a good
deal with Kansas City? Bret

put together a better package
than the Mets,'Redsand Twins
did when they landed Bret
Saberhagen, GregSwindell
and
John
Smiley
respectively?
I told you that Roberto
Kelly wouldhave a greatyear.
He will be the starting "'reshmm catcher John Pena Is making Sllre the pltcbers throw strikes.
centerfielder in the AlISter ..
game.
What bothers me most about
the Metsis that the team has a
great front office. The men in
charge do greatjob in trading
for talent and bringing in the
right free agents. They even
went out and swiped a very
intelligent manager and have
brought up some top notch
talent through their miner
league system. But, it seems
that no matter what they do
the Mets remain as baseballs
biggest underachievers. There
always seems to be an excuse
Baruch' has begun to gain
or a scapegoat. On paper they By Eric Grossman
Washington Zurita each had
respect from themselves and
are stacked but, the team
This year was supposedto be four hits.
doesn't play on paper. They different. For the first time in
April 6 - Baruch vs. Jersey from other teams. Western
don't play on the field either.
year's, the Baruch baseball City State. Baruch had never Connecticutsurerespects them
Is it a coincidence that Ricky
teamwae supposed to be good. come close to beating this team now.
How can a teatn pla.y so well
Henderson wins the MVP Head coach Dan Sheehan and in the past. JCS Isone of the
awardwhenhe'sdueforanew pitching
coach -. Kevin toptesmsintheareabutthis on some days and look so bad
_M~~~~~.~~.r~~~ tlte. !9uad day belonged to Baruch as the on others? Barrow says, "we
.~be.r~~g~~i~"lY~Jl1t~~r . contract?
. W~n't' -Dave Winfield . hard over. the winter midaftei--' Stati"slrienwori6=2:FresTriiiSii- . always seem to play up to level'-' .
than Keith Miller, Gregg
of our competition. We play
Jefferies, and Kevin supposed to be washed up a a short spring training trip in pitcher Pete Fanule tossed a
Florida to work out the kinks, gem for 7 1/3 innings. errorless baseball against the
McReynolds_ And, I wouldn't few years ago?
A warm feeling came over everyone thought the team was Offensively, Frank Perniciaro good teams and terrible
be surprised if any of them
melastweekwhenlsawaSan ready.
got it started by hitting a two baseball against the teams that
could pitch better than Bret.
In sub freezing, arctic type out double scoring _Sean we are supposed to beat." He
Vince Coleman sure is Francisco Giant game and
added, "it's harder for us to
doing a lot of stealing these DaveRighetticameintoclose weather, the season was Barrow and Eric Grossman.
compete during the week
days. He robs the Mets every it out, just as he did for so underway. Much to everyone's Mark Ersckoffstole two bases
many years as a Yankee. It dismay the first 5 games and Mike Bender closed the because a lot of our guys are
time he gets a check.
still in class when the games
Didn't the Kansas City was great to see him pitch resulted in five losses. "The game for his first save.The
are being played. All other
Royals watch any Mets games again. Dave walked the first temperature was a factor, but defense was once again
CUNY schools have preferred
last year to know that twobatters,hittbe third, threw we did everything we could to brilliant.
Apn18· - The team was due for scheduling. There are only so
McReynolds, Miller and a wild pitch and 'gave up a loose. We took everything we
manyclasses thatyou can miss.
Jefferies are players you don't game winning double. Boy, were taught and practiced and a let down and came on this
was that vintage Righetti. did the opposite,- said co day when they meet Stevens It gets to the point where guys
want on your team.
play out of position or even
The Newspapers reported That's exactly how he used to captain Eric Grossman. He Tech. All around the game
added" we just had to suck it was a bad one. "People began worse, we forfeit a game. That's
that Kevin Elster didn't feel do it for the Yankees.
There are quite a few players up and work 1000% harder."
towonder ifour winningstreek when things start to get ugly,"
that signing Dick Schofield
The hard work seemed to was nothing but a fluke: says
means the Meta don't think he playing right now that have a
Notes:' Here are some players
can play good defense anymore. very good chance to be in the have paid off. The statesmen Grossman.. Tech won 11-9.. .
April 9 - The always powerful stats for the past 8 games.
Kev, do you think the Mets halloffame. Nolan Ryan will went on to win four in a row
Mark Ersekoff started the
traded for a .230 hitter for his be given a spare key. Robin and five of the next seven Western Connecticut comes to
season
in left field but since
meet Baruch. WC quickly
offense? Put a fork in Elster Yount, George Brett, Dave games. Here's a briefrecap:
March29-BaruchmeetsNYC grabbed the lead with a first has been moved to second. In
and take him out of the oven, Winfield,- Carlton Fisk,
GaryCarter,EddieMurray, for the first cfthe three games. inning two run homer. But, 20 at bats he is batting .450
he's done.
Morris,
Andre In game 1 Baruch lost 8-4. The Baruch would not die as they with 9 hits, 7 runs, 5 stolen
Mets lefty reliever Paul J aek
bases, and 5 "runs batted in~
GibSon sure is doing a great Dawson, D~ Murphy, Cal team couldn't believe the loss. have in the past. "WE used to
Jr., Rickey They weren't expecting this get intimidated -by' a lot of Sean Barrow is hitting .400
job. He is so effective, switch Ripken
(10-25) in 25 AB.·· He has 3
hi tters choose to bat lefty Henderso~DOnMattingly, from the new NYU team. In teams. Theyhadusbeatbefore doubles 1 home
and 14
Roger Cleme~8, Wade game 2 the team wouldn't give ~heyevensteppedonthefield,
against him.
RBI.
Jose
Rivera
is
hitting
The Bronx Bombers do need Boggs, Tony Gwynn and ~anything.The team went .said.~ captain Jose Rivera. .304 (7-23) with 5 1Ul)8 scored.
some q~ty pitchers. When Alan Tra.mell will get on to win 2-0 on a complete ..... FirSt.~man Sean Barrows Eric Grossinan' is hitting an
game performance. Mark was the story on offense
they get a well pitched ball considerations'.
Is OaklandA's shotstop Walt Ersckoff played a key role in collecting five runs' batted' in even .300 (6-20) and Frank
game,-they will win and look
Perniciaro' is hitting ~~ (5great. I just don't think that a Weissputtogetherwithelmet'8 scoringarunandstealingthree with·a three run homer and a 17)~
.
tworundouble. Erie-Grossmari .
well pitched game will co~e glue? This glJ¥ can get..}lurt bases.
In the pitChing dePartment
April 3 - On this day Baruch .chipped i~ with 2 hits. Rivera
often enough. It's quite clear sleeping. 'A ~al .i~ri horse.
nOw meet NYU for the third and also ~ 'two hits. 'on the'hill Alfie Orta· pi!A=h~ _2 s~ht
that the team loves to play for Lou Gherig plays
final meeting. Once again was ace pitcher Alfie Orta~ complete games. He won both,
Buck Showalter. The team than Weiss does.
Did Christian Lattner get Baruch got good pitching as _·Orta;~w.ent the distance and and his ERA is 8t 4.50. Frank
is exciting.
Calasu.rio 'pitched 3 2/3
Where were the Yankee off the hook to ~ly when' he they won 3-0. The game' Baruchwon 6-5. -nus was the innings wfthouta11owingarun.
stepped' on a Kentuky player? featured several defensive bestplayedgamewebavsever
~ when free agents. like
I
would have Lattner do the plays.
played,- says cosCh Sheehan. Pate Faitule pitched 3 games
Mike
Morgan,
Tom
April 5 - The day of attack. -Western Connecticutcouldn't he"won landl~t2. Excluding
Candiotti, Jack Morris, same'eXact thing ~ Cluirles
one bad 'pine he haS pitched'
Frank Viol~. ·and Rick. Barkley and if"Charles says Baruch meet Nyack and won believe it.· '11tey thought it 15 118innings ·With an ERA of
Sutcllffe .a11- signed with it's ok then it's fine with me. . 16-3. Outfielder Robert wou1dbeeasy:sBidGmesman~
4~691 ,1. ~ ~d_1_~pJ~~
If the RangeDAb1't.wiutbe . Lawtenhit.~hemelUD ..In.. th, HCOIUl pille ,of..the:. gaiJle.
di1f~~J;lt. ~
nast Qff.
. J.f ;..
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Barrow And Orta
GuideTeamTo Wins

a.

After Starting With 5 Losses, The Baseball
Team Goes On To Win 5 Of 7 Games.
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give up.

Third' bUeJftan and outfielder

well payed game 4-'1.
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Baruch College
.Senior Dinner Dance
Marriott Marquis Hotel
..

1535 Broadway at 44th Street
Saturday, May 30, 1992
7:00pm--l:00am
-
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$.3511.er p-erson by May 8th
$40 Thereafter Until Deadline May 22nd
Advance Tickets Only
Open Bar
..

..

'.

I.D. Required-

Sponsored by: Day Session Student Government &
Evening Session Student Assembly

.

F or Tickets and/or additional information:
DSSG / Student Center Room 409 f, 387-1185
ESSA /46 E. 26th St. Room 525 / 447-3138
Student Center Information Booth / 137 E.22nd St
•
Open to all Students.
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